




By Steven Morrison · 
No written record exists of 
Trustee Chairman Richard Mor-
se's reported withdrawal from 
venping contract discussions in 
the spring of 1976. Morse's law 
partner handles the legal work 
for T & S Enterprises, Inc., the 
company that received the 
University's vending contract. 
A follow-up investigation by 
The New Hampshire als<>--. 
found: 
--an independent study that was 
a prime factor mentioned by 
Morse and trustee Paul Holloway 
as a reason for their decision to 
contract vending to a private 
company makes no such recom-
. mendation; 
--despite a "philosophy" men-
tioned by Morse, Holloway, UNH 
President Eugene Mills and Vice 
President Allan Prince of getting 
"non-educationally related ser-
vices" into private hands, ven-
ding is the only one that has· 
followed that route, although it 
was the most profitable of the 
Auxiliary Enterprise services-
and 
--the owners of T & S Enter-
prises, Inc. own four other com-
panies, all of which use Morse's 
law firm to do their legal work. 
However, Morse does none of that · 
work himself. 
The only person present at 
Finance and Budget committee. 
meetings who remembers Morse 
saying he could not participate 
because of the potential conflict 
is trustee Paul Holloway. 
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Richard Morse 
Sources invoived in the vending 
contract issue say that Holloway 
and Morse were the two biggest 
proponents of taking vending 
away from the University's 
Auxiliary Enterprises and giving 
it to a private company. · 
That decision by the trustees, 
- made July 12, 1976 at th~ 
Sheraton Wayfarer Hotel in Bed-
ford, has since cost UNH over 
$50,000 in lost revenue. T & S 
received the contract as the only 
company who bid. They guaran-
teed UNH a minimum com-
mission of $30,000 a year. 
Auxiliary Enterprises, which 
operated vending for the Univer-
sity from 1971 until September 
1976, guaranteed a minimum 
profit of $56,750. 
Last year UNH received a 
$35,000 commission from T & S. 
After deducting $17,000 in ad-
ministrative costs, the University 
had approximately $18,000 in 
profit. That compares with the 
$56, 750 profit Auxiliary Enter-
prises said it could provide. 
· In addition, T & S bid $45,000 for 
the University's vending 
. machines. Another company, 
· ~ga food Service o'f Kennebunk, 
State court okays 
Clamshell dance 
The state Supreme Court yesterday reaffirmed the Portsmouth 
Clamshell's right to hold a dance in the Portsmouth Armory. 
But Gov. Meldrim Thomson said last night the state will ask the 
Superior Court this morning to have the Clamshell put up a bond 
for use of the building. 
In yesterday's decision, the court rejected the state's appeal of 
a Superior Court ruling favoring the anti-nuclear gorup earlier _ 
this week. · 
"In the interest of the people of New Hampshire, we will con-
tinue to seek court redress on.a very vital issue," said Buddy 
Jenkins, Thomson's press secretary. 
The Clamshell dance is scheduled for 7 :30 p.m. tomorrow. 
Though Jenkins did not specify the amount of the bond the state 
will ask "to protect the property of the state," Clamshell 
spokesman Robin Read said it will be $2,000. · 
Read said the Portsmouth Clamshell will appear in court 
tomorrow to fight the bond. "It's discriminatory to put the bond 
on the Clamshell and not on anyone else," said Read. "It's also a 
violation of the initial superior court order" supporting the danc~, . 
he said. · 
Read said the Clamshell will post the bond if necessary. "We 
are going to hold the dance,'' he said. 
A Supreme Court clerk saicUour justices decided yesterday 
"that there was a contract" between the Clamshell and the 
National Guard for use of the ar~o~y . . 
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Task force completes new 
student governance proposal 
By Paul Keegan 
After a year of deliberation, the 
President's Task Force on 
Student Governance yesterday 
completed its proposal for 
restructuring Student Govern-
ment. 
The- new structure has five 
branches of authority, with a 
fotal of 21 committees, councils 
or boards, a presidential staff, an 
executive committee, an 
exerutive virP-prPsirlPnt ::mrl thP 
student body president. 
The present Student Goyern-
menf tias -served 'as an interim 
governing body' since ·university 
President Eugene Mills abolished 
the Unicameral Senate one year 
ago. 
"The Student Caucus this year 
had no authority to do anything," 
said task force member Ken 
Cossingham, "because it is no 
longer attached to the University 
· Senate." 
The proposal, which would go 
into effect Jan. 1, 1979 if ap-
proved, does not include a 
student caucus. 
Student Body President Peter 
Tandy and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Richard 
Stevens received a copy of the 
·proposal yesterday. They will 
make recommendations on it and 
submit it to Mills for final review 
and action. 
Both Tandy and Stevens said 
they have not had time to read 
the 35-page proposal. ''The 
faculty and students haven't seen 
it," said Tandy. "There could be 
some aspects of it that were 
missed and it may have to be 
revamped.'' 
Mills is in Taiwan on ·vacation 
until Saturday. 
Cossingham said the present 
caucus members, who are nor-
mally elected at this time of the 
year, will remain until a new 
structure is agreed upon. He said 
the Task Force hopes final action 
will be taken by October. 
"We wanteci to finrl ll w~y in 
which students could be more ef-
fective, in government," said 
Cossingham, ''so we tried to 
focus the attention of people on 
one specific area where they can 
be experts." 
Cossingham said that instead 
of having one body full of studen-
who know a little bit about a lot of 
things, the Task Force wanted to 
set up committees whose mem-
bers were experts only in their 
field. 
"It will mean students will 
have more ways of getting in-
volved in the University," said 
Task Force Chairman Wayne 
Ferguson. "We will no longer be 
just going to meetings and doing 
absolutely nothing. Students will 
be represented in a more efficient 
way.'' 
One major change in the struc-
ture of Student Government from 
last year is the abolition of the 
Dining and Residence Advisory 
Committee. Under the new 
system, there will be a Residence 
Council which will have the 
power to establish rules for 
.Two University-owned horses dance in the spring sun in front 
of the Thompson School's Horse Barns. (Art Iflman photo) 
P.D.Q.Bach 
Peter Schickele of 
P.D.Q. Bach fame, 
conducts the UNH . 
Symphonic Wind En-
sem hie in a premiere 
perfor111ance of "Six 
Contrary Dances." 
For the review, page 
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residential life. 
Director of Residential Life 
David Bianco would serve in an 
advisory role to the Council in the 
establishment of students' rights, 
rules and responsibilities. In 
other matters, the Residence 
Council would serve in an ad-
visory capacity, only. 
The student body president 
would run on a single ticket with 
an executive vice-president. The 
PlPC'tion woulci hf' hf'l<i Novf'mber 
1 and the one-year term would 
begin Jan. 1. 
Cossingham said that the role 




· By Sue Hertz 
Marie Boucher had trouble 
breathing. She had chest pains 
when exerting herself--even 
· walking upstairs. 
Hearing from her neighbor of 
the miraculous cures performed 
at the Charismatic services held 
at St. Joseph's Church in Dover, 
she attended one. 
She received a blessing from 
Father Joseph Maguire Wed-
nesday night and woke without 
breathing pains the next mor-
ning. The pains had not re-
turned. 
Joan Hogan (not her real 
name) has had cancer for ten 
years. She bas had four 
operations and eight years of 
chemotherapy treatmeJ.lt. Told 
by her doctors at Tufts Medical 
• Center in Boston that her form of 
cancer, melanoma, is un-
treatable, the 41-year-old Dover 
housewife had little hope for 
cure. 
Yet after she was blessed by 
·the priest her doctors could not 
find a trace of cancer. 
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Sweep 
The UNH baseball 
team took over the 
lead in the Yankee 
Conference Wed-
nesday as they swept 
a doubleheader from 
Maine, 3-0 and 2-0. 




Spitz replaces Ellis 
Li~eral Arts Dean Allan Spitz will serve as Interim Vice , 
President for Acadef!1iC Affairs in August, when David Ellis 
leaves to become president of Lafayette College. 
President Eugene Mills appointed Spitz this week. He will form 1 
a committee next month to find a permanent replacement for 
Ellis , according to the Campus Journal. 
Town flushes pipes 
Your drinking water may be a little brown next week. 
Durham Public Works Director George Crombie .announced 
this week that the Durham and UNH water department will start 
flushing all town and University lines Monday and will continue 
through the week. Crombie said this could cause discoloration of 
water, but the water will be safe for drinking and home use. . 
A spokesman in Crombie's office said the water departments 
flush the lines annually to check pipes and valves for any . 
weak.ut:!~~e:::, . 
According to the spokesman, the two water departments are 
sharing the cost of the operation. Those figures were unavailable. 
Scientists oppose nuke 
Over 2,000 scientists this week urged public opposition to 
nuclear power. . 
The Union of Concerned Scientists, a Cambridge, Mass., group 1 
of biologists , chemists, and engineers, said nuclear power has 
never been tested under real conditions and, when tested on a 
small scale, "consistently failed to function properly." 
Thttv chaqged_government (!gencies with s~pression of unfor-
mation on nuclear accidents and hazards, and criticized US 
Energy Secretary James Schlesinger for heavy promotion of 
nuclear development. 
They cited "basic design defects and lax safety controls" on ' 
n.uclear plants,_ and "the lack of a proven methQd for permanently 
disposing of radioactive wastes." 
The scientists presented Congress and former .President 
Gerald Ford with a declaration stating these opinions iri 1975, to 
commemorate the 30th anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima. 
Signers of that declaration included Dartmouth Chemistry 
Professor Walter Stockmayer; James Fay, mechanical engineer-
ing professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and 
Harvard biologist George Wald. 
The "NH" wins 
The New Ha1!1pshi_re re~eived two prestigious journalism 
awards recently" mcludmg <;t first place certificate in competition 
from the Columbia Scholastic Press Association 
UNH's. student newspaper was also awarded a plaque as 
outstandmg co~le~e newspaper in New England by the New 
Englan~ Associat10n of College Journalists at its first annual 
convent10n at t~e University of Massachusetts last week. 
The Columbia award is based on overall content and quality 
of th~ student .newspaper. Universities from across the country 
were mvolved m the competition. · 
This marks the second straight year The New Hampshire 
has been acco~ded fir~t place honors. Two years ago, The 
New Hampshire received the medalist certificate awarded 
to first place recipients. ' 
The ~ward from the New England Association of College 
Journalists was based on overall quality of content and topogra-
phy. :rwenty-t~o schools from throughout the six-state region 
were mvolved m the competition. · 
Honors Convocation 
Edward Eddy, former acting President of UNH and now 
Provost of Pennsylvania State University, is scheduled to speak 
at the annual Honors Convocation Sunday afternoon. 
Over. 2,300 s~u~ents have been invited to the ceremony, which 
recogmzes rec1p1ents of honor grades, scholarships or initiation 
into honor societies. ' 
- Eddy served UNH a-s acting president from 1954-55. He was pro-
vost and vice president from 1955-60, when he left to become 
president of Chatham College. He was appointed provost of Pen-
nsylvania in 1977. 
On-.campus taverns 
Vermont college officials are reacting cautiously to a bill ap-
proving on-campus taverns. Though the state legislature this 
month approved the so-called "rathskeller bill," Castleton State 
College's Dean of Student Affairs Richard Hammond said he was 
unsure of having bars "just for the purpose of getting oeo_ole 
drunk." According to the Boston GlUJe, University of Verm_~l}t 
Dean of Students ·Keith Miser wants a student committee to look 
into it next year before he forms his opinion. 
The weather 
The National Weather Service predicts sunny, warm weather 
today and tom!'.>rrow. Temperatures will be in the 60s both days, 
dropping to 30 at night. 
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Dudley won't play Mommy 
By Mike Kelly 
Dudley Dudley, Ne~ Hamp-
shire politician and first femaie 
member of the Governor's Coun-
cil, spoke to a hahdful of repor-
ters and UNH students Wednesday 
night, in a speech organized by 
the Women's Center. 
The speech, · which quickly 
became an informal question and 
answer session, was held · in the 
Hillsboro-Sullivan room of the 
MUB. 
Dudley, well-known for her 
outspoken criticism of Governor 
Thomson, spoke about her role in 
the Governor 's Council, about 
Thomson and his polit_ics, and 
about the position of women in 
New Hampshire politics. -
On her role . in the council: "I 
know many people voted for me 
who also voted for Thomson. I 
think that maybe the explanation 
for this is that people like his 
stand on taxes, but they realize 
he is a little crazy in other ways, 
and needs a little holding back." 
On Thomson: "He can be very 
charming, warm and gracious, 




On Thomson's political · 
methods: "He sometimes uses 
extortion to accomplish his 
means. Bv extortion, I mean the 
. unfair- use of power to get a 
result. He often uses his power to 
cut back on human services 
programs in our districts as a 
weapon." 
On chauvinism in New Hamp-
shire politics: ''Once my 
youngest daughter went with her 
school class to tour the State 
House. 
''As the guide showed them the 
council room, he pointed that 
Governor Thomson sat at the 
head of the table, and Mrs. 
Dudley sat at the far end. 'This 
way,' he said, 'Governor Thom-
- son can play Daddy and Mrs . 
Dudley can play Mommy.' '' 
Dudley attacked the governor 
on a number of issues, ranging 
from his use of political "extor-
tion" to his frequent absences 
from the state. 
She recalled several mstances 
in which Thomson had 
threatened to cut human services . 
in the ;councilor's areas, in order 
to force them to act quickly on 
various proposals. 
Calling the council a "curb on 
the governor," Dudley main-
tained that such a curb was 
necessary. ·She recalled Thom-
son's controversial remarks im-
plying support for the apartheid 
government of South Africa, as 
evidence of this. 
Dudley would not predict the 
outcome of the upcoming guber-
natorial elections, but she did say 
that she thought New Hampshire 
"would be lucky" to get either 
Gallen or Downing as governor. 
Governor's Councilor Dudley Dudley speaks in the MUB wed-
nesday night. (Art Illman photo) 
As for her own political career, 
Dudley admitted that she does 
plan to run for the council again. 
"To tell you the truth," she said, 
"The only thing that is holding 
me up is deciding how to word the 
announcement.'' 
"Brothers" whoop it up 
By Barbara Walsh 
Eggs, squeals of "Let him have 
it!" and "Wing it at his face!" 
flew through the air, as more 
than 50 · Sawyer Hall residents 
whooped it up in the sunshine last · 
Saturday with children from St. 
Charles Orphanage in Rochester. 
Big Brother Day, sponsored by 
Sawyer Hall, began 10:00 a.m. 
Saturday when 42 children from 
St. Charles were picked up by a 
UNHKari-Van. · 
Sawyer· Head Resident Norm 
Jones, smiled and said, "When I · 
first picked them up on the bus, I 
knew we were in for a hell of a 
long day.'' 
When the kids arrived at UNH 
they were paired with a big 
brother, whom they spent the day 
with. 
Cartoons and a Three Stooges 
film shown in the Sawyer lounge 
kicked off the event. Relay races 
and gam·es of pass-the-orange 
and egg toss were played outside. 
By 12: 30 the egg toss was well 
under way. Manned with raw 
eggs, each of the 42 children stood 
across from their big brother 
from Sawyer Hall. Ooh's and 
Aah's followed each egg as it 
bounced in the mud. · 
The eggs took a beating as the 
steps between the contestants 
increased. Patti Kean, a small 
blonde-haired girl, came in third 
in the egg toss after several 
overhead throws and grounders. 
Dave Tobias proudly displaxed 
his egg after bouncing it on fhe 
· ground. "Look it, not a crack!" 
he squealed. "It's a rubber ball!-" · 
Egg yolks streamed in the wind 
in the 70-foot gap between con- · 
testants. The kids were in 
hysterics as several big brothers 
caught raw scrambled eggs. 
A hundred feet away and 
several cracked eggs later 1 Ricky 
Covey and his big brother Mark 
Gori were the King Egg Toss~rs, · 
winners of the event. 
Tossing the eggs had worked up . 
ravenous appetites which a hot 
dog and hamburger barbecue.· 
quickly cured. · 
While munching on his third hot · 
d~, ~ ~rer.ny Covey was aslted if 
he was enjoying his meal. He an-
swered with an enormous belch, 
which he quickly excused. The 
gang set off for Putnam Pavillion 
for the "Little Royal Livestock 
Show.'' 
Bulging eyes scanned the scene 
as the group plodded through 
Area I to the animal fair. The 
boys especially enjoyed the 
sunbathers outside Scott Hall. 
"UNH is great, I wish I could 
come here more often, the girls 
are nice! '' said 13-year-old Rick. 
The rambunctious group was 
greeted by cows, horses, pigs, 
and sheep on display outside of 
Putnam Pavillion. 
"Look, a chocolate chip cow!" 
said Shawn Heath when he spied 
a Holstein cow. 
The animals were baraged with 
friendly pats and hugs from the 
kids. Patting a cow, Patti said 
"Don't you dare kiss me!" Th~ 
cow responded with an insulted 
moo, and Patti jumped back. 
Once inside Putnam Pavillion 
the group assembled on the ben-
ches to watch a chicken race. 
Four unfortunate chickens with 
strings attached around their 
necks were controlled by the 
children. 
The first chicken to cross a line 
50 feet in front of it without any 
help from the children holding 
the strings would be the winner. 
The children screamed, 
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Senators will . speak 
on sol_.r energy 
United States senators Thomas 
Mcintyre and John Durkin will be 
the featured ')peakers Wed-
nesday in the Durham observance 
of Sun Day, an internatronal 
occasion marking the need for en-
lightened awareness of solar 
energy. 
other activities on the UNH 
campus will include workshops, 
lectures, and an outdoor concert. 
"We're trying to integrate cele-
bration and education into the 
program," said Bob Dash, a 
spokesman for the UNH Sun Day. 
group. '\We'll include some films 
and lectures on the technological 
and social aspects of solar 
energy, as well as its business 
· potential." · 
. The concert is planned for 
East-Wesl Park. Booths will be 
set up around the park, focusing 
on the theme of solar awareness. 
"The musicians have donated 
their time for the concert," said 
Dash. ''They will be talking and 
singing in appreciation of the 
sun." 
The Sun Day movement has 
spread throughout the world. 
Both houses of Congress have is-
sued resolutions supporting the 
occasion, and President Jimmy 
Carfer has proclaimed Wed-
nesday Sun Day throughout the 
nation. 
Groups iri 60 countries will ob-
serve Sun Day in various ways, 
including workshops and exhibi-
tions of solar collectors. 
The goal that the national Sun 
Day organization hopes to realize 
t.hrough the observance is the 
initiation of progress toward in-
. creased solar research. 
''Awareness is the key 
problem," said Dash. "Earth 
Day was successful in that it led 
to some important legislation." 
He said he hopes Sun Day will 
have the same effect. 
Dash said that if enough people 
are made aware of the uses of the 
sun, the results could show in 
''the pressure a l~rge body can 
put on people in power to make 
changes." · 
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House approves hill 
to ·restructure PUC 
K~thy W~li;:h wni;: nnmod "l\Toman of tho Voar" last night. (Linda Cabot photo) 
Women honor each other 
·at awards ceremony 
By Mark Pridham 
It was billed as the "Woman of 
the Year" dinner, but more im-
portantly, it was an attempt for 
women to reach a common 
ground and work from there. 
to sit back and comprehend it all. 
What was apparent, however, 
was the feeling on the part of 
many of the women that there is 
rampant sexism both at UNH and 
outside the realm of college life. 
By Rosalie H. Davis 
The New Hampshire Hou'se 
passed a bill Tuesday which \\iould 
increase the staff and salaries 
of the Public utilities Commis-
sion (PUC) and which some say 
would also make the agency 
more consumer-oriented. 
The PUC would have five com-
missioners instead of three. Each 
will be paid an annual salary 
of $38,000, if the bill passes the 
Appropriations Committee and 
the state Senate. 
"The commission was designed 
in · 1951 and does not meet the 
present needs of consumers, " said 
state Rep. Leo Lessard (D/R-
Dover), sponsor of the bill. 
Thirteen of 35 PUC staff posi-
tions are open, Lessard said, be-
cause the people qualified for 
them are unwilling to work for 
the oalarico3 offo1 ed. 
PUC Chairman Alexander 
Kalinski said the bill would not 
do much to improve the efficien-
cy of the commission, and said 
the PUC had been the unfair 
object of criticism over increased 
electricity costs. 
The PUC must act on the 
Public Service Company's 17 per-
cent rate increase, which went 
into effect on Dec. 3, 1977, by 
May 3l, or the mU.e hike will 
be permanent. · '-
The controversial rate hike 
would be used to fund construe-
tion of the Seabrook nuclear 
power plant. The legislature how-
ever, is considering banning such 
public funding of the plant. 
"I don't think the present staff 
members of the PUC represent 
current consumer issues," 
Lessard said. "They are more 
concerned and aware of the util-
ities interests." 
Kalinski said a compromise 
between the two sides must be 
reached for a decision to be 
made. The PUC is required to 
consider the financial situation 
of the PSC when approving the 
rate hike, according to Kalinski. 
Lessard said the commission 
doesn't have the time or staff 
to be well informed on consumer 
issues. "The issues have become 
too complicated for the present 
staff," he said. 
!{alin.::iki defended the PSC'l3 
rate hike by saying that the 
higher costs were needed to pay 
for inflated oil costs and the 
increased energy crisis. 
"The lowest possible rates and 
the best possible services for the 
consumers' money is needed,'' 
said Lessard. "The restructuring 
is not a cure-all, but will stream-
line and bring up to date a 1950's . 
commission. 
Kalinski called the restruc-
turing bill "an election year 
response to public furor over 
higher electric rates." 
Besides the usual awards and 
speeches, there was an attempt 
on most women's part to 
establish themselves as, simply, 
people. 
One Women's Center member 
called it a chance for women's 
groups to be recognized by the 
rest of the University com-
munity. 
There was quite a bit of bitter-
ness, too. Bitterness about the 
fact that men are in control of 
most aspects of women's lives. 
Bitterness that many of the 
women present felt they were 
fighting a war, and men are on 
the other side. 
Women's Center had made 
valuable contributions to UNH in 
the way of workshops, special 
programs on sexuality and com-
munication between th~ sexes, 
and other programs designed to 
bridge the lack of communication 
between the sexes. 
Kathy Walsh, a Resident 
Assistant from Hitchcock Hall, 
was chosen as "Woman of the 
Year." Walsh, who is not a mem-
ber of the Women's Center, said 
she was chosen because of the 
"different organizations" she 
was involved in, including an 
organization which set up inter-
nships abroad. 
Budget cut details 
are still undecided 
And, that was about the only 
consensus reached during the 
three hour dinner and reception. 
There were a lot of viewpoints 
expressed during the dinner, 
most notably that the 'Women's 
Movement' is a branch of many 
different elements, each with its 
own remedy of what the problem 
is and where the solutions lie. 
And it was particularly hard 
for a m~m (the only one present), 
Leaver 
leaves 
By Judi Paradis 
A large man with a beard and 
protruding ~~lly was sweeping 
the last bit of dirt from under a 
truck in the service garage at 
The primary group in charge of · 
the "Woman of the Year" dinner 
was the UNH Women's Center. 
Former Women's Center 
President Kim Cappell said the 
primary reason for the dinner 
was to draw attention to the con-
tinuing discrimination against 
women in predominantly ''male-
oriented fields," and also to 
recognize the contributions which 
women have made at UNH and 
around the campus. 
Cappel said sh~ felt ~hat the . 
The 20-year-old business major 
from Moultonboro, said she felt 
the award was "special" because 
it came from "a group of people 
who are very involved at the 
University." 
She said that the most 
exhilarating feeling was "being 
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By Kate McClare 
Details of the projected $1 mil-
lion in cutbacks and reallocations 
of UNH funds for next year are 
still up in the air. 
University System budget offi-
cials said this week that indivi-
dual department chairmen are 
working on their budget requests 
and trying to determine what 
areas can be cut. 
Department chairmen said 
they only received a formal 
request to cut back on Tuesday. 
and so far haven't much of an 
Physical Plant Operations and ----~· ,_ 
Maintenance (PPO&M). 
" We don't really see Mr. 
Leaver down here," he said. "He 
usually speaks to the bigger 
wheels. He seems like a nice guy, 
but we only see him at meetings 
and he usually has some good 
news for us. 
"He seems to keep busy up 
there though,'' the man said with ~ 
a smile, pointing towards the ceil-
ing where Eugene Leaver's office " 
is located a floor above. 
Eugene Leaver's three· piece 
green suit is a sharp contrast to 
the blue . service uniforms the 
custodians, groundsworkers and 
maintenance men in his depart-
ment wear. 
He will be retiring June 30 after 
exactly twenty-nine years of ser~ 
vice at PPO&M. 
Leaver spoke this week of the 
constant budget restraints 
PPQ_~ is under, especially since 
the University's - rapid -growth 
from 3,500 students to .10,500 in 
the last two decades. 
"Each year is tight," said 
Leaver, "and each year com-
pounds the problems of the year 
before." 
"This final compression of 
people to smaller places is taking 
its toll inside and outside the 
campus," he said. 
PPO&M Director ~ugene Leaver will retire this June. (Art Illman photo) 
Leaver said the custodial staff · bring their youngsters to school red tape." The "Leaver 
has increased from 130, including here, so we get to see them Operations Disc" shows the 
public safety workers when he through the years," he said. availability of all members in the _ 
started working for PPO&M, to ''I don't like to say there are Division to each other. 
325 workers now without public 'levels' of organization here," "I worked quite a while trying 
safety personnell. Leaver said. "A custodian who to develop it," Leaver said of the 
Most of that increase is in the gave fifty-four years of service disc. "I knew where we wanted to 
area of custodians, he said, "but here once told his workers, 'I be; I think it has been suc-
recently we haven't gotten any work for you.' If we all take that cessful." 
: new facilities, so no custodians." attitude," Leaver said, "Things "It's fun," Leaver said of the 
Leaver graduated from UNH in operate easier here." disc, smiling broadly. "I don't 
1947. After spending two years as "I have tried to provide an en- have to say 'I'll talk to someone 
Assistant Director of Develop-. vironment for self-µiotivation; for Y°,~· I can say, 'You talk to 
ment and Planning at the people have to motivate them- them. 
Colorado School of Mines, Leaver . selves." Leaver said, touching his Dorothy Horne, Leaver'~ 
returned to UNH as Assistant to black hair sp::-inkled with grey. secretary for the past thrt:e 
the Superintendent of Properties. To instill this self motivation years, said Leaver goes ?Ut of h~s 
He became director in 1966. within PPO&M, Leaver said, he way to talk to people. "His door is 
"The University has been my devised an organizational always open, he's always there 
life," Leaver said. "I live within method designed to "permit and he_ do~s see anyone. He'll talk 
walking distance, which I de complete flexibility in accom-
every day. Friends come and plishing work with a minimum of LEAVER, continued on page 6 
idea of what cuts they must 
make. 
At their April 12 meeting, the 
Board of Trustees announced a 
possible $1.5 million in cutbacks 
and reallocations for the entire 
University System, $1 million of 
which would occur here. 
Half of that would be in the 
form of cutbacks, according to 
Chancellor Bruce Poulton. He 
said at that time that he doubted 
students would feel the cutbacks. 
The trustees will vote on the 
final budget at their June 
meeting. 
"They're still formulating 
some of the reductions," System 
Budget Director Edward Smith 
said of individual campuses. He 
said it's still too early to forecast 
specific reductions, but 
suggested administrators leaving 
their positions may help achieve 
the cutbacks. 
A spokesman for Vice provost 
of Budget and Administration 
Allen Prince said Prince has not 
met with UNH President Eugene 
Mills to discuss the budget. Mills 
is vacationing in Taiwan. 
"We just got the request (to cut 
back) this morning," English 
Dept. Chairman Jean Kennard 
said Wednesday. Kennard said 
department heads are asked each 
year to turn in three budget pro-
posals to their deans: a request 
for less money, for the same 
amount, and for increased fund-
ing levels. 
Nursing Dept. Chairman An-
drea Lindell said she hasn't had a 
chance to investigate her depart-
ment's ability to absorb cuts. 
At least one chairman said he 
thought equipment might have to 
be cut b;ick, and changes made in 
classroom offerings. He 
cautioned, however, that this has 
not been discussed formally and· 
no such proposals have actually 
been made. 
Chemistry Chairman Clarence 
Grant said most cuts in his de-
partment would probably be in 
the "expendable equipment and 
supplies budget," which covers 
(!hem1cals and glassware. He add-
ed he could not be sure until the 
chemical price catalogues arrive 
in July. 
"It's been discussed in small 
groups that we might have dif-
ferent laboratory systems," said 
Grant. Instead of students per-
forming their own experiments. 
he explained, some classes will 
CUTBACKS. page 5 
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Whatis ... 100% organic, conditions 
vour hair while it adds lots of shine and 
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GENERAL 
BROTHERS 
continued from page 2 
"C'mon chickie," and "Move it 
· bird! " to urge the chicken on. 
After stomps, shouts, and ex-
tensive abuse on its neck, one 
chicken staggered across the 
line. · 
The big brothers and company 
then moved on to Parson's 
auditoriufilfor a clown show. 
The medley of voices on the 
way to Parsons attracted many 
onlookers. While bounding across 
the street Jeff Lupa yelled, 
"Don't hit me, I'm Godzilla!" to 
an oncoming car. 
Following the magic show the 
crowd returned to Sawyer groun-
ds where the relay races 
resumed. "'At 4: 30, departure 
time, tears were shed, and frien-
ds were made. ~ome or tne big 
brothers exchanged addresses 
with their ~ittle brothers and 
RECREATION AND PARK SOCIETY PICNIC: Sunday, 
April 30, Odiorne State Park, from 11 a.m.-4 p.rn. 
For all Recreation and Park majors and their friends. 
Refreshments will be provided. Admission 50 cents. 
MUB STUDY SCHEDULE: The MUB will provide 
space for studying during the following periods: April 24; 
from 8 a.m.-7 p.rn.; April 25, from 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; 
April 26, from 8 a.m.-closing; April Zl, from 8 a.m.- 4 p.m.; 
April 28, from 8 a.rn.-closing; April 29, from 8 a .m.-
closing; and April 30, from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. All study 
periods will be held in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, 
except for April 26, which will be held in the Senate 
Room. Beginning May 1, and continuing through May 12, 
the ·cafeteria will be open for studying between the 
a nostalgic setting. Barbecue cooking will be done in 
full view of diners and the menu will offer sandwiches, 
salads, beverages and ice-cream specialties. Lunches 
will be .served from 11 :30 a.m.-2 p.m. in the outside 
cafe; regular summer hours for the inside Dairy Bar 
and the ice cream wiidow will be 9 a.m.-9p.m. 
hours of 3 and 11: 30 p.m. . 
NEW SIDEWALK CAFE AT THE DAIRY BAR: The 
UNH Dairy Bar at the railroad station will feature 
a sidewalk cafe this summer. Beginning May 15, lunches 
and ice-cream confections will be s~rved outside in 
ACADEMIC 
PHI BETA KAPPA INITIATION: Sunday, April 30, 
IddlesL-101, at4p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
ATTENTION ADOPTED GRANDPARENT PROGRAM 
VOLUNTEERS: Transportation Reimbursement sheets, 
i.e. calendars, are due no later than May 1. 
Because of the increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item only once 
on the date closet to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the Administration Office, 
Room 322, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m. Thursday for the following 
Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omission should be directed to The New Hampshire staff. 
sisters. 
· Sophomore Rich Lear, who had 
a little sister for the day, said, "I 
had an excellent day. We ex-
changed addresses, and I. plan to 
write. her. I can't break any hear-
ts." 
Sophomore Dana Doe said he 
fell in love with his ten year old 
sister. ''She was a doll; ·she kept 
asking me all kinds of questions 
like 'How come boys have hair on 
their face?' " -
Freshman Arthur Kenan, who 
had a little sister for the day, 
said, "It. l~_ft II_le ~ith a gqod 
feeling inside. Even though if was 
only for ·a day these kids ap-
preciated it so much.'' 
Freshman Ralph Ruel was 
amazed at the affection his 11-
year-old little brother di.splayed. 
"I'm a softie. 1 really got at-
tacnea to me Kia," Huel said. 
"When he was leaving I gave him 
my baseball hat." 
"I became very attached to 
her," said Bob Coates of his little 
'sister. "When she was leaving I 
gave her a furry duck. She gave 
me a big hug and kiss that made 
it all wortl;l it." 
Court okays dance · 
CLAMSRE[L ... 
qgo_tin_ued JIOQlP9~-1 . 
· That contract, s1gnealast week by National Guard Gen. John 
· Blatsos, had been ordered withdrawn bY Thomson. 
--·-"'i'bere is no appeal from this ~our~." the cf erk said. "ft is nQ.t a 
reaeraI I:S:Su~. • • 
The Portsmouth Clamshell is holding the-dance to commemo-
rate last April's occupation' of the site of the Seabrook nuclear 
power plant, where 1,414 demonstrators were arrested. 
Clamshell spokeswoman Kathy Wolff said ''a big cheer went off 
in the office when we got the word" of today's court decision. 
"We are sorry that the Governor wasted taxpayers money to 
try to deny us an American right--the freedom of assembly," she 
. said. • 
Wolff said Thomson "tends to think that he runs the state. He 
apparently thinks tnat he has the right to violate people's civil 
rights." · 
Wolff said ABC and CBS television news crews told her they 
will be at the dance. 
''I just hope there ~s enough room for everyone,'' she said. 
Tok1n'1ttothe St·reets atothe 
Mountains~ · the Beaches 
" . "' Charter o ,Bus from _""' 
. LN-1 T rons1t (862-2328) 
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contirnJed from page 3 I 
only hold demonstrations. · 
"With 1,000 freshmen taking in- , ... . 
troductory chemistry classes," 
he said, "you use a lot of chemi-
cals. We have to either reduce the ,-
number of experiments or find 
some alternate way of presenting i 
them." 
Grant said he would have a bet-
ter idea of the chemistry depart- : 
m~nts b~1dget req~est w_hen he re- ' camping Equipment - Canoes ~ ce1ves . s?,me firm figures to : Tents, Fishing Tackle, Back Packing. Drop-in to see us. 
work with. =..-.o~o~c..-..c>~c>·--O.-.C~~·~o~ _ .......... ~ .................. . . : . . 1 DARKROOM SUMlV[ER : · 
: PRIVILEGES ·: . - . 
e MUSO is going to keep the darkrooms · e 
: open this summer 8:30 a.m. 10:30 p.m. : 
e Mon - Fri. and during the MUB hours on a 
• weekends. . ~ • • • Registration is anytime until e • • .  Friday,May5 -
·• 12:00-2:30 p.m. . -
·• MUS0148MUB • • •• • • • Fees: • e 25.00 students e 
• 30.00 non-students • 
• This includes the use of all chemicals • 
· • 1 film developing room • j.  
• 2 printing rooms • . 
and a studio 
: There will also be I session of photo school : 
e Starting May 15th and running for 5 weeks, • 
e 10 classes _ • 
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Friday, April 28 
' MUB PUB; The Slugs, rock and roll, 8 p.m. 
SATURDAY, April 29 
UNH HORSE SHOW: Featuring English,Western breed, 
and hunt classes: Light Horse Barns; continuous from 8 a.m. 
Sponsored by the UNH Horsemen's Club. 
SPRING RUGBY FEST: The UNH Rugby Club will host 
UMaine, Norwich Academy, and the University of New 
Brunswick in the Northeast-Maritime Rugby Tournament. 
Competition begins at 10 a.m. in Death Valley Field. 
MEN'S LACROSSE: Massachusetts, Cowell Stadium, 2 
p.m. 
MUB PUB: The Slugs, rock and roll, 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY, April 30 
noTc ,~n?.1v,•A1n roncc ,~\'v'L"\.RD cr:ru::rvioNY. Luu-
dholm Gymnasium, Field House, 10 a.m. Everyone 
welcome. 
HONORS CONVOCATION: Lundholm Gymnasium, Field 
. House, 2 p.m. Dr. Edward D. Eddy, Provost of the Pen-
nsylvania State University, will be guest speaker; music will 
be provided by the UNH Concert Choir and the UNH Brass 
Ensemble. Everyone welcome. 
SENIOR PROJECT: Dance presentation relating painting 
and choreography. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 2 
p.m . . 
PROJE~TIONS/ "The Outlaw Josey Wales," · directed by 
and starring Clint Eastwood. Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 75 cents or MUSO Film 
Pass. 
UNH CONCERT CHOIR: Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. 
SCOPE CONCERT: Bonnie Raitt. Snively Arena, 8 p.m. 
UNH students $5 in advance; general admission and at the 
door$6.50. 
Monday, May 1 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: Bates, Memorial Field, 3:30 p.m. 
UNH MARINE PROGRAM: Lecture and slide presentation; 
"The Seaweed Industry in Eastern Canada-Past, Present, 
and Future," Dr. John D. Pringle, Canadian Fisheries and 
Marine Resources, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Forum Room, 
Library, 4 p.m. 
SILENT FILM SERIES: "Going to Congress," starring Will 
Rogers (1924). "Blood and Sand," starring Rudolph Valen- · 
tino (1922). Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m. Sponsored by 
UNH Library/Durham Public Library. 
FACULTY RECITAL: Mark B. De Voto, piano, and Donald 
· Steele, piano. Bratton Room, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 
p.m. 
TUESDAY, May 2 
READING DAY. 
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "Classical 
Trajectory Studies of Transition State Theory," P.rofessor 
Gerald W. Koeppl, City University of New York. Room L-
103, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.-12 noon. 
_ IBSO PRESENTATION: "Ecological Studies of Antarctic 
Echinoderms," Dr. John Dearborn, D~partment of Zoology, 
University of Maine. Room 19, Spaulding Life Sciences Cen-
ter, 1 p.m. 
UNH CONCERT BAND: East-West Park, 2 p.m. Rain date: 
Wednesday, May 3. 
MEN'S LACROSSE: Dartmouth, Lewis Field, 2 p.m. 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: Dartmouth, Memorial Field, 3:30 
p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, May 3 
READING DAY. 
SUN DAY: Event will include celebration and education 
about various aspects of Solar energy. Speakers, films, 
tours, displays, throughout the day. Watch for specific in-
formation at the Memorial Union. Sponsored by the UNH 
Sun Day Coalition. 
SUN DAY OUTDOOR CONCERT: Featuring Chuck 
Colley, Cormac McCarthy, Lunch at the Dump, Big Note, 
E.S.P. Jazz, and Bill Morrissey. East-West Park, 1-4 p.m. 
THURSDAY, May 4 
FINAL EXAMS BEGIN. 
AIP SEMINAR: "Some Techniques for Simultaneous Multi-
element AAS," Ralph Truitt, Chemistry Department. Room 
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REVISIONS TO THE SUMMER 
SESSION BOOKLET: 
PHYSICS405 
CONCEPTS OF PHYSICS 
-WILL MEET MAY 15 TO JULY 7 




JUNE 26-AUGUST 18 
TU, W, TH. 9:00 AM-NOON 
LAB ARRANGED 
ADMINISTRATION 550(01) 
INTRODUCTION_ TO SURVEY 
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· Leaver recalls 29 years of good & bad 
LEAVER 
continued from page 3 
;to everyone from grounds 
workers to custodians," Horne 
said. 
Leaver said that if the PPO&M 
was to get any additional funding 
he would like to see it used to 
"beef up the life safety support 
system." 
Life safety support involves 
maintenance of alarms, fire ex-
tinguishers, emergency lights 
and exits. according to Leaver. It 
improves upon the fire deJ!art-
ment 's inspections by following 
through on the fire department's 
safety recommendations. 
Leaver said he "got into this 
thing when Aloha Gamma Rho 
burned down on Christmas Day · 
1973." He was a fire · com-
missioner at the time and he said 
"that really brought it home." 
Students have complained that 
the PPO&M delays handling their 
maintenance re.quests. This 
semester one student complained 
that workers did not fix a shO\yer, 
SEND FLOWERS TO THE 
GRADUATE .•• BECAUSE SHE 
EARNED THEM! 
ShP. worked 






tions·" or "I'm 
prqud of you" 
will make all the 
~f~HL 
work worth-
while. Say it 
n>~ll:'C>~r~w.,,~ .... ~.~.'17. with flowers. 
~ L, ......... ,., ~~L.4?' ... • She earned it. 
Call or visit us 
today. 
DON'T FORGET THE GUYS EARNED 
A NICE GIFT, TOO! 
REMEMBER! 
MOTHER'S DAY IS COMING. 
running for three days in Stoke 
Hall, until the University om-
budsman workers intervened. 
"Someone ripped off a little · 
valve used to turn the shower 
down," Leaver explained. "We 
knew about it but other problems 
were more pressing." He would 
not elaborate further . . 
Leaver said, "We have ten men 
to .respond to maintenance 
requests and we get about 12,000 
requests a year. We'd like to add 
more people tfiere, but we have to 
keep in balance." 
A difficulty Leaver said he has 
tried to overcome is compliance 
with federal laws, which he said 
"put an imposition on our time 
and money. We didn't need that 
kind of imposition when we were 
small and congenial,'' he said, 
"but we're big now and we need 
those kinds of rules." 
Leaver used affirmative action 
as an example or a reaeraI Ia w 
posing problems. "I don't think 
anywhere on campus women 
have been discriminated against 
prior to this (affirmative action) 
coming," Leaver said, "or 
minorities. I wouldn't stand for 
that here," he said. 
After his retirement Leaver 
and his wife Jeanne plan to travel 
and visit their two married 
children, his daughter in Telkwa, 
British Columbia and his son 
David in Colorado Springs, ..................... : . . 
• • • • • + Nancy Barret, Gold Smith •• . • fiold & Silver W eddin~ Band~ 
: For Appointment Information : 
• 868-2691 • 
+ Colony Cove Rd, Durham : . ·~ : . •· . . ___________________ ....................  .
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Charismatics seek physical and spiritual cures in Dover 
FAITH HEALING 
continued from page 1 
These two women are among 
h~ndreds of people claiming their 
disease or ailment · has been 
cure~ afte~ attending Maguire's 
Charismatic service. 
Though records of people cured 
are not kept, Maguire said he has 
received hundreds of phone calls 
and letters from people saying 
they have been cured of 
everything from arthritis to ter-
minal cancer. 
. Maguire said he is not respon-
sible for the healings. "I explain 
at every meeting it's all of us 
praying together and the Holy 
Spirit among us that performs 
the miracles, not me," he said. 
Whether it is God or Maguire 
performing the miracles does not 
matter to the people attending 
the service, for its popularity has 
increased dramatically in the 
seven weeks of its eKistence. 
Starting out as a prayer meeting 
of 21 people the service attracted 
over 1,200 people at its seventh 
meeting last Wednesday. 
In an interview this week 
Maguire spoke of his feelings 
about the purpose and effects of 
his Wednesday night service. 
"The healing could ·happen 
through a!ly Christian praying 
over another," the 46-year-old 
priest said, clasping his hands to-
gether. "Why it happens when I 
get the community together I 
don't know. I have no control over 
the Holy Spirit.'' 
The soft spoken Maguire 
thoughtfully stroked his grey-
speckled white beard. "I don't 
make a big thing of the physical 
healing. I'm more concerned 
with the inner healing. That is, 
people wanting to live more 
Christian lives. My other concern 
is getting the community 
together: it worked." 
Father Joseph Desmond of 
Durham's St. Thomas More 
Church is skeptical of the health 
··········••@••·················· . . . - -· 
: -KARI-VAN SUMMER SCHEDULE- I . ,. 
cures attributed to the Charisma-
tic services. 
"The rec~iving of the blessing 
~nd prayer is a religious exper-
ience," Desmond said. "But it is 
hard to draw the line between a 
psychosomatic experience and a 
God experience. Three hundred 
people could be experiencing God 
and the other 300 could be exper-
iencing an emotional black out. 
Individuals do get carried away. 
"The health cures are the same 
thing," he said. "God could make 
miraculous cures but the cures 
~Qµld also be mind over maCter. 
I've heard of people rising out of 
their wheel chairs when their 
house is burning.'' 
Desmond advises those who 
partake in the Charismatic ex-
perience to do so with common 
sense. "Maintain your belief in 
God but be sensible that maybe 
God is not about to work 
mir!lcloi;:," ho li:!lid. 
The Durham priest attributes 
the popularity of the Charismatic 
renewal to an attitude of the 
1970's., 
''The movement caught 
people's fancy because the time 
is right for people to appreciate 
and take part in .a religious 
phenomenon in an enthusiastic 
way," he said. "Twenty years 
ago people were ho-hum towards 
religious revival. In the 1970s 
people are now turning towards 
God as a reaction to the dissen-
sion, distrust, and trouble over 
Vietnam of the 1960s." 
Maguire said the reason people 
are gaining interest in Charisma-
tic services is to fill a void left by 
reforms in · the Catholic Church 
made in the early 1960s. 
''In ~1~~ Pope John and the 
Ecumenical Council reformed 
the Church by eliminating 
novenas and other traditions 
from the service,'' said Maguire. 
FAITH llCALING, pog~ 1J 
• • I TheKar~VanSe~kewillendHsSpring : ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• Semester Schedule on Thtirsday evening, at 7:00 p.m. • .• FRANKLIN 
e May 11, 1978. e 
: On Friday, May12, the Kari-Van will • . THEATRE 
• b • , • egin its summer schedule which is as follows: • ; 
e Dover A, Dover B, Portsmouth will depart UNH • 1 
: campus at 7:00 a.m., arriving on campus at : 
• 7:50 a.m. each weekday. : 
: The Newmarket bus will leave UNH campus at e · 
I 
7:15 a.m., arriving on campus at 7:50 a.m. ~I 
each weekday. ~ : i 
• Each afternoon all buses will depart • 
e campus at 3:40 and 4:40 p.m. arriving back on • 
Fri, Sat April 28, 29 
6:30 & 8:45 
Anne Bancroft and Shirley MacLaine 
in 
"THE TURNING POINT" 




• d ! i campus at 4:30 an 5:30 p.m. • "SA TURD A y NIGHT 
: For futher information please call 862-2328. • , 
•••~•••~••••••~•••~•-•••••l~~--~-~--~--- --~- Y~---•E~~~''----~ 
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Students propose governance changes after a year delay 
TASKlORCE 
continu~d from page 1 _ 
sible for ail actions taken in the 
area of Legal Services, Student 
Activities Tax and Students 
Rights, Rules and Respon-
sibilities. 
Health Services and would advise 
the Director of Financial Aid on 
all guidelines and procedures of 
the Office of Financial Aid. 
of the student · body -president 
would not be substantially dif-
ferent than it is now. "The coun-
cils will establish proposals 
through the student body presid-
dent," he said, "but other than 
that, there are no major differen-
The Board would also be ad-
vised ~f a!l matte~s co~~er_ni_ng 
The Board would be made up of 
ten elected delegates from the 
residential areas, ten elected 
ces." 
. Cossingham said he is con-
fident that the proposal will be 
approved. "We worked on it for a 
long time," he said, "and it in-
volved the consultation of a lot of 
·1~1'-;';AVorariig~ ,·;···1 
jJ Future p 
people." 
~l~rF~f:~~~~~t~i!i I 
opinions and ask questions of the 
student body president, the 
executive committee and mem-
bers from the Residence, Com-
muter, Huaget an<I Au-
ministration and Academic 
Councils and the Board of 
Delegates. 
The Board of Delegates is a 
n!'Y ~dy ~hich _wou)d ~e r~s~n-
WHITEHOUSE 
PTICIANS. INC· 
Dover Drug Bwlding 
6Broadway 
Dover, N. H. 
Tel. 742-1744 
8:30-5; Closed Wed. 
Rx PRESCRIPTIONS 




Why think about life insurance and estate 
planning now while you're young? 
RPrmu;;p the h~st way to avoid financial 
crisis in your leisurely years is to 
effectively manage your most productive 
years. The older you get, the more it 
costs to protect your family and business. 
Your Fidelity Union Life estate-. planner 
can show you how to prepar.e for a secure 
future- nqw. 
Call the Fidelity Union Field Associate 
· in your ar~a: , 
Darlene Bailey 
868-5500 
It's "The Cat's Clos:et." Carol Sadofsky, 
co-winner of the "Name That Shop" contest 
sponsored by the MUB shop, models a UNH 
wildcat football shirt for the official 
christening of the shop. Richard Willet and 
Carol both submitted winning entries and 
each was a warded a $100,000 candy bar and 
a $50 gift certificate redeemable in the 
Memorial Union. 
Carol, a transfer from Southeastern 
Massachusetts University, hails from 
Metuchen, New Jersey. She's a junior 
·majoring in English lit. 
,~11 
commuter delegates and two 
elected delegates from the Greek 
system. 
Another body within the system 
would be a Commuter Council 
which would be comprised of nine 
un~ergra~uate commuter 
students and a chairperson. 
There would be three com-
muter sub-committees -- the Ott 
Campus Housing Committe~, t~e 
Kari-Van Committee and the 
Transfer Student Committee. 
"Some people think Army Nursing is the rifle range 
and pulling K..P. It's really amazing how little 
they know." 
-Lieutenant Mary Ann Hepner 
••Though I'm an Army Nurse, I can also pursue outside 
interests like dress-designing and sailing. ' 
"One of the pluses of Army Nursing is the nature of 
the nurse/patient relationship. I don't treat patients like 
numbers. · I follow their progress. I visit them after the 
acute part of their illness is over. They are so appreciative. 
It's really part of a nurse's job to help the patient through 
an illness. 
••yo me, it's an important job . _ . My family is very 
proud of me. I'm the first person in the family to join the 
mihtary. 
.. The Army is a place of self-discovery. It's a total 
learning experience." 
If you'd like to join Mary Ann Hepner in the Army 
Nurse Corps, here are a few facts you should know. Army 
Nursing is open to both men and women, :inder the age 
33, with BSN degrees. Every Army Nurse is a commis-
sioned officer. 
· You are not required to go through the Army's 
standard basic training: instead you attend a basic orienta-
tion course. Your initial tour is three years-just enough 
to try the job on for size. 
For more information about opportunities for Reg-
istered Nurses in the Army Nurse Corps, you may write: 
Army Nurse Opportunities, Northeast Region, U.S. Army 
Recruiting Command, Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755. 
Or, you may telephone the nearest Army Nurse 
Opportunities office. Call collect to •.. 
In Boston: 617-542-6000, Ext. 122 
In New York: 212-986-7613 
In Pittsburgh: 412-644-5881 
Jn Philadelphia: 215-597-9588 
In Baltimore-Washington, D.C.: 301-677-5001 
Ask for information about .•. 
The Army Nurse Corps 
We're C 1 b e e rat· 
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editorial------
The vending issue will · have to wait 
The second story on ·the T & S Vending contract 
at UNH appears on page one of today's issue. It 
will not be the last. 
Enterprises of Manchester, the· only bidder. The 
University is paid ·a minimum $30,000 com-
mission by T & S each year, $17,000 of which 
must be used to pay annual administrative expen-
ses. 
their decision to sell the vending service. Yet that 
report makes no recommendation to sell the 
operation. 
The story is a complex one that came about af-
ter more than two weeks of investigation by a 
former editor of this newspaper. It deals with a 
trustee's move that cost our financially strapped 
·university more than $38,000 last year. 
The third-ranking T & S official, William 
. Green, is a law partner of Board of Trustees 
Chairman Richard Morse. Morse was chairman of 
the Finance Committee when the sale was made. 
Holloway said the recommendation to sell came 
at a meeting between trustees and the group that 
surveyed dining services. The events of that 
meeting were not recorded . 
It is unfortunate that more concrete information 
concerning these issues is not available. Tapes of 
the committee meeting when the contract was sold 
were routinely destroy~d. 
Auxiliary Enterprises, a now-defunct University 
department, used to run the campus vending 
machine operation. Until T & S Enterprises Inc. 
took over vending two years ago, the department 
made $15~000 to $20,000 in profits for UNH annu-
ally. Fortrier Auxiliary Enterprises Director 
Montgmrierv Childs says his department could 
ha Ye made $56, 750 profit annually if he had 
Morse and Trustee Paul 'Holloway say Morse 
did not participate in discussion of the contract to 
avoid a conflict of intcrc~l-. Other lru:5tcc:5 do not 
recall Morse disqualifying himself, and there is no 
record ~f it. 
The trustees afso included the University's vend-
ing machines in the move to T & S, selling them 
for $45,000. Another company, which did not 
take out a bid on the contraCt, said the equipment. 
was worth $89, 000. 
It is unfortunate that more of the principals in 
the issue were not readily available for comment 
when our reporter tried to contact them, and that 
most were on vacation or away on business this 
week. 
Most unfortunate is that this is the last regular 
issue of The New Hampshire until September 8. 
Follow-up stories on the T & S Vending contract 
will have to wait. 
known the Board of Trustees wanted to make a 
larger profit on vending. 
Rather than work with Auxiliary Enterprises, 
the Finance and Budget Committee of the Board of 
Trustees sold the entire vending operation to T & ~ 
Morse and Holloway point to an independent 
report on campus dining services as a factor in 
The T & S Vending issue will have to wait. But 
it will not be forgotten, come September. 
letters 
Column 
To the Editor: 
I should like to commend Matt Vita 
for his column in the April 25 issue of 
The New Hampshire entitled "A 
Change in Attitudes.'' 
We have reached a state in which 
many of the faculty have become 
accustomed to taking abuse from stu-
dents simply for placing demands upon 
them. Other.s of the faculty, rather 
than face the abuse, may well have 
compromised what they know is right-
as Mr. Vita suggests. 
in SUCil a Sli:i~e, tr 1s rerre:smug w 
hi::'ar one student voice speaking up in 
favor of the kind of education that 
gives a student his money's worth and 
a professor his self-respect. I hope 
other voices are soon added to his. 
Charles E. Cla.rk 
Chairman 
Department of History 
Heilhronner 
To the.Edi tor: 
To The New Hampshire's credit, 
the article portraying Hans Heilbron-
ner was a positive and neces~ary one. 
Considering the rather negative atten-
tion he has received of late, an op-
posmg view is refreshing. 
As a history major I must add that 
the entire history department may be 
described as extraordinary. And, it is 
precisely .the "questionably" high 
the 
standards advocated by its professors 
which make it so. It has been proven 
that one produces what is expected of 
one. If expectations are compromised 
in any way, then the end product shall 
also be inferior. The members of the 
history department have produced 
quality work. Therefore it is under-
standable that they should expect and 
receive the quality which they give. 
Darlyne Franzen 
Fan 
To the Editor: 
In response to Laura Moskowitz's 
letter "Irate Fan" we at S.C.O.P.E. 
invite Laura to work at our next show. 
The people who set up for Bonnie Raitt 
on Sunday will ·arrive at 10 a.m. and 
probably leave at 1 :30 or 2 Monday 
mor11ing. They will probably have to 
wait around until things are totally 
organized before they can set up. After 
the stage is constructed they will have 
to·wait another hour until the sound 
and equipment arrives . This equip-
ment then has to be carried from the 
trucks to the stage. 
Even after all production is set and 
ready to go, the crew must remain on 
hand for sound checks and maintenan-
ce. When the show finally does begin 
they do not sit down and relax in the 
front row. Some are needed to switch 
equipment in between sets and move 
other heavy materials around, during 
the show. In order to do this quick 
easy access to the stage is essential. 
The crew thus puts in a total of 16 
hours for each show. Dividing this 
Gary Langer 
figure by the complementary student 
ticket we give them· ($5.00), comes to 
31 cents an hour. Although they do not 
work all these hours they are respon-
sible for them. They deserve the best 
seats in the house! The other good 
seats are taken by complimentary 
passes required in contracts which can 
sometimes amount to over 30 tickets. 
At the last show the S.C.O.P.E. 
executives sat in the fifth row, leaving 
both front side rows, and the second, 
third, and fourth row center for these 
complimentaries and public. We try to 
leave as many·good seats available as 
possible. If you want front row center 
you must work for it. 
See you at the show, hope you get the 




blistering type) before you discover 
you're bored and move on, and 
because he doesn't want anyone to 
rebut or point out things he may have 
neglected to mention. 
I'm not saying that the columns are 
boring or unimportant, in fact they are 
of!~n quite witty and enlightening, but 
th~ views expressed in them are 
always highly personal and unless the 
reader is in the same frame of 
reference as the writer the piece is 
somewhat meaningless. 
Even with all the setbacks inherent 
in writing this type of column, there is 
always someone who attempts it, 
usually someone of great charm, 
grace, intelligence, acumen, perser-
verance, wit and with a sense of duty 
and tradition, but oftentimes just 
someone who likes to blow his own 
horn. 
Two years ago the column was writ-
ten by C. Ralph Adler (the C. is for 
Colin, unlike the S in Harry S Truman, 
which stands for nothing and therefore 
is not properly followed by a period), 
To the Editor: and the year before that it was written 
Those of you who are familiar with by David Reed. If you do a little 
traditions here at UNH probably digging, you'll find that not only are 
realize that it's time for the annual both of these people male, but they are 
year-end column written by a · both former arts editors for The New 
graduating senior who is ~airly b_ur- . Hampshire, as is Vaughn Ackerman, 
sting with knowledge and either dymg who also took upon himself the great 
to relate and recap all the important burden of writing a year-end column. 
events that occurred while he was here Since I fit some of the criteria outlined 
but that you might have missed, or in the paragraph that precedes this 
jumping at the chance to say one by two, and since I am a male, a 
something important that he's sure graduating senior, and a former arts 
you'll want to remember for the rest of editor for The New Hampshire, I feel I 
your life. have every right to write the annual 
This column is always done at the year-end column written _by a 
end of the year, and often in run-on graduating senior, et cetera, et cetera, 
sentence style, since the author is at- even though it may end up only as a 
tempting to relate this information to letter to the editor because of the new 
you in one breath (or burst of and very fair policy put into effect by 
the gentleman in that exalted position. 
Now that I have established my 
"right to write," so to speak, I regret 
open your mind, say two ''Hail 
Marys,'' and zip up your fly while I 
apologize to Rom Robbins and the 
Chink. Ready? 
"Ha ha, ho ho and hee hee." 
Casey Holt 
Bean 
To the Editor: 
In response to the poorly researched 
letter that was penned by David 
Durocher: 
--Although he was listed on a master 
list of both voting and non-voting 
entertainment committee members, 
Rick Bean's scope of association with _ 
this committee is only to explain 
special nights or promotions he anti-
cipates using on his Sunday and Wed-
nesday night performances. Had 
Durocher researched his accusations 
properly he would have found that 
Rick has never taken any part with 
hiring, negotiations, or committee 
decisions. In fact, Rick has attended 
only one meeting, and then only to 
convey information concerning per-
formances. 
--Arrival at contract decisions re-
garding Rick Bean has been done 
in the past by the Pub Board-Pub 
Entertainment Com~ittee. At present, 
the committee is reviewing opportun-
ities for Fall 1978. As advisor to the 
committee, Rich Kane has no vote--
thus making any "friendship" of his 
with Rick Bean a moot point. 
--We understand that Dave was 
among those that resigned the prior 
entertainment committee last Decem-
ber and can understand his frustrations 
in that the present committee is a 
success. We are hopeful that in the 
future, individuals like Dave will take 
the time to research their allegations 
or to bring their concerns to the com-
new . · 
hampsh1re 
. Barbara Scott 
Cheryl Portaluppi 
Kate McClare 









to inform you that I will have to draw 
upon another literary genius for the 
text of my departing message to the 
masses, a circumstance that saddens 
me deeply but which, due to my in-
termittent lethargy, cannot be 
avoided. The problem is one of timing, 
mittee rather than publically embar-
assing themselves. 
Peter Kelley, Kevin Hanley, 
Janet Porter, David Goode, 
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. for even though I may have thought 
mese thoughts concurrently \\1ith, or 
even previous to Tom Robbins, he beat 
me in the race to print and thereby 
reaped the benefits, also known as 
fame, fortune and pre-pubescent 
groupies. 
Anyway, I'm running out of time, 
space and witty things to say, so I 
guess I should get right down to the 
message that I'd like to share with you 
all, from senior right on down to 
freshman, from teacher right on up 
(down, over, under, aroqnd, through?) 
to the Governor. 
Here it comes, so hold your breath, 
Pub Entertainment Committee 
MUB rooms 
To the Editor: 
In regards to room allocation in the 
MUB for the next academic year, it is 
essential for the Greeks to retain office 
space in the MUB. I find it hard to 
believe that the Director of Student 
_Adiv~!ies questions the productivity of 
.A bout letters 
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and 
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any 
letter. 
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in 
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisiQn 
on letters are the editor's. 
Main letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. 
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Rosalie H~ Da.vis--..--------------------.. 
Changes in the pecking order 
Cocks of the walks at the University of 
New Aardvarkshire still rule the roost, according 
to an on-site study released yesterday by the Poul-
try Union. 
The ability of the hens to dig, dissect, analyze, 
count, store, and distribute worms tor mass con-
sumption has angered the male of the species. 
Ninety percent of the worm administrators and 
faculty of the barnyard are white male leghorns, 
yet most of those who type worm requisition 
orders and serve worms in the communal trough 
are hens, according to the study. 
and critical .pecking from the entire poult-ry popu-
lation. 
"We are incubating some new ideas to make 
pullets aware of their rights," said a spokeschicken 
for the center. · "The pecking order exists unchanged and a hen's 
function is still considered mainly reproductive," 
cackled A. Fowl Leghorn, PU spokeschicken. 
Hens used to spend most of their time raising 
baby chicks, but the invention of countless devices 
to sterilize eggs has left a hen's ability to raise 
a family useless, according to most UNA pullets. 
"Hens," said Leghorn, "enjoy pink-feather work 
and do not like the pressure of the high-level 
nightcrawler work." 
L;gh~rn countered a proposal to equalize hens 
and roosters salaries at UNA by saying, "we will 
make sure that the Hen's Center does not receive 
its apportionment of SAT (Staple Annelid Tax) 
worms, if it tries to make ERA issues known 
at UNA." 
Instead of spending their time in noisy, boring, 
and stinking roosts, the hens have taken over that 
once all male bastion--the barnyard. 
"Roosters," said a militant Eradicate Rooster 
Alliance (ERA) hen, "are neurotic, i~secure, and 
power-crazed." 
"The entire situation is foul," said a turkey 
perched on the fence. 
The center held a banquet last night to fete 
pullets who had acheived fame by helping the 
ERA cause, (Roast capon was served, to the delight 
of Hen's Center members.) 
The main function of barnvard business is the 
acquisition, appropriation, and distribution of 
earthworms. Accumulating denominations of 
nematodes, annelids, rotifera, and nightcrawlers 
is the largest goal of most roosters. 
Young pullets at UNA have organized a Hen's 
Center to communicate and voice the ideas of the 
ERA. The center has attracted increasingly bitter 
While no steps ;::irp hPin~ t;::ikPn to inrrP.:::ii;;P ~he 
number of fully tethered female chickens in the 
barnyard, the guano continues to pile up. 
*Note: the terms spokesrooster and spokeshe n 
are now illegal. 
the Greek, Inter-fraternity and Pan-
hellenic Councils and their need for an 
office in the MUB. I do not see the logic 
behind the Assistant Director of 
Student Activites, whose job respon-
sibility is to help the Greeks at UNH, · 
wanting to take away their office. 
Greek Council has grown as a ser-
vice organization in the past year. A 
substantial amount of time and energy 
went into planning and coordinating 
such events as Nite-of Sin, a party for 
Easter Seals children in Portsmouth, 
the March of Dimes Walk-a-thon, 
Greek Olympics, and Greek Nite at 
the MUB Pub. Greek Council also 
worked closely with the Winter Car-
nival Committee. Besides these ser-
vices, Greek Council also performs 
several communicative functions such 
as Greek directory which lists all 
fraternity and sorority members. 
The three Councils do much of their 
planning in the MUB. Pan-hell and 
LF.C. utilize several rooms for rush 
and other functions. As co-chairman of 
Nite of Sin, which is a,. major charity 
effort, I found MUB office space essen-
tial for making posters, storing food 
and prizes, and for meetings. Losing 
our office in the MUB could make 
preparing for Nite of Sin more dif-
ficult. • 
If communications are to improve 
between Greeks and the MUB, the 
Greeks must have an office of their 
own. A loss of space could hurt the 
productivity of the three councils. 
Would the Director and Assistant 
Director of Student Activities take 
, responsibility for alienating the 
Greeks from the MUB and other 
student organizations there? 
Imagine what Homecoming would be 
like without the floafS, and Winter 
Carnival without Nite of Sin and with 
less snow sculptures. The MUB is for 
. students and the Greeks comprise ten 
percent of the students on this campus 
not to mention how many Alumni. Not 
giving the Greeks an office would be 
making the job of the three councils 
more difficult. If Jeff Onore wants to 
help the Greeks increase the produc-
tivity of their organizations and their 
services to the community, why does 
he wish to take the office away? Is he 
refusing to recognize the Greeks and 
their accomplishments? 
Jon Carlson 
Ex-Greek Council President and 
member of TKE. 
Thanks 
To the Editor: 
Christensen 4C wishes to thank Om-
budsman Heidemarie Sherman and 
lawyer David Bamford for their in-
valuable help and advice concerning 
the violation of our rights in the "quiet 
floor" matter. We would like to inform 
other UNH students of the resources 
available in Mrs. Sherman and 
lawyer Bamford. 
These people should be comended 
for their sincere interest and sound 
advice in student problems. 
The residents of4C 
Illiteracy 
To the Editor: 
Given my four years of experience 
as a teaching assistant at UNH I can 
assure the readers of The New Ham-
pshire that many teachers and 
'LAST TANGLE JN PORT$MOOTH' 
assistants are both laughing and 
crying over functional illiteracy which 
appears to be widespread among 
students at UNH. Year after year, 
semester after semester the picture is 
the same: creative spelling, 
schizophrenic syntax, confused 
semantics and essays which at best 
appear to be written by an unskilled 
practitioner of the stream-of-
consciousness technique, and at worst 
are not too far from Dada poetry. 
How on earth are we supposed to 
grade it!? It takes sometimes half an 
hour and a committee of four to make 
sense of two sentences. (I use the word 
sentence very loosely.) We are sup-
posed to grade students for content, 
not for grammar. Where is the 
content? If students cannot express 
their ideas in English, how . are they 
supposed to express them? 'Through a 
pantomime? · -
· Incidentally: the expression ... "You 
h'.ld. goo~ ide~s, but you obviously had 
d1fftcult1es with expressing them ... " is 
only a diplomatic attempt to maintain 
a shatt,~red e~~· If you cannot express 
dhq_~e ideas m E~lish, then they are 
not encoded in your head. In- our 
civilization knowledge is passed by 
means of a language. 
One of the students mentioned in the 
article is a senior. Why was she given 
a passing grade in the Freshman 
English? Let us niake it more general: 
Why are the students who cannot write 
in English allowed to graduate from 
high schools? What are they doing in 
college? After all at this level of 
education the least we should take for 
granted is precisely the ability to ex-
press one's ideas in his/her language. 
Obviously the grief-stricken stu-
dents from History 401 represent 
somethrng which plagues the 
educational system of the entire 
United States. But, since they 
somehow were admitted to the univer-
sity the least they could have done was 
to work in order to liquidate their 
deficiencies. As far as I know the 
English Department is providing the 
necessary help and facilities. 
In the meantime I would suggest to 
the UNH faculty to follow the example 
of Professor Heilbronner. After all 
what is at stake is the good name and 
the prestige of the University of New 
Hampshire. 
And perhaps the faculty and the ad-
ministration could formulate a policy 
which would allow both students and 
teachers to fight the illiteracy at UNH. I can only congratulate professor 
Heilbronner on his attempt to crack 
down on illiteracy. Grant~d: Students 
are not responsible for deficiencies of .f>.s. I asked the F.dit:.Or not to JX,lblish my 
their high school . education. But • name fu case this lettei: _wf!re ~- be. 
:neither are professors. I see absolutely published: The reason is obv10us: 
no reason for a conscientious teacher Some of the readers were my students. 
to allow a student who cannot express Therefore they could (and should) 
himself in English to graduate from take the above reflections personally. 
college. Name withheld by ~equest. . 
Review 
To the Editor: 
As a pair of concerned Rock 'n 
Rollers we would like to respond to 
Barbara -Malone's review of Robert 
Gordon and Link Wray's latest album, 
"Fresh Fish Special." 
First, "Mainstream" is not a valid 
term to use when talking about Rock 
'n Roll. We believe she is referring to 
50's and 60's three chord rock and roll. 
"New Wave" is a label that is thrown 
about very loosely, and in fact defies 
definition because it is applied to so 
many different types of acts. These 
labels should be avoided at all costs. 
Second, Robert Gordon would 
· probably not be too thrilled to be 
associated with the Ramones. He was 
in fact lead singer for the Tuff Darts 
until about a year and a half ago. 
Next, the New York Dolls were not 
the originators of glitter. David Bowie, 
Iggy Pop and the Stooges were doing 
that bit years ago. and in reality were 
the inspiration behind the Dolls. 
Now, the matter of Robert Gordon's 
"pose" must be dealt with. The word 
"pose" suggests that Robert's music -
and mannerisms are a put-on. They 
are ,·ir-t. Gordon 1ives his music, and 
wha! h~J_s doing is very real. If you've 
ever heard the man perform or speak 
about his music, you would now there 
is no "put-on" involved. 
It is true that Link Wray is a. 
veteran. More than that however. he 
is a tiving legend. In 1958 he recorctea 
and released a single entitled "Rum-
ble.'' It was the first use of the tremolo 
effect on guitar and revolutionized the 
use of the instrument. Just ask 
guitarists such as Peter Townshend. 
Perhaps Ms. Malone would care to 
~xplain wbat a "Johnny B. Goode style 
5uitar riff" is. If there is such a thing, 
it was probably inspired by Link 
Wray. 
There is more to the sound of Robert 
Gordon on record than just Link Wray. 
'l'he Wildcats (the back up band) in-
clude Rockin' Rob Stoner on bass and 
Howie Wyeth on drums. These two 
men were the rhythm section for Bob 
Dylan 's Rolling Thunder Revue. Thes~ 
fine musicians, along with B;ily Cross 
on guitar, deserve a lot of crec.it. 
Ii is unfair to single out Robert's 
music as a "rip-off" of the 50's. since 
in reality, everything is a 'rip-off' of 
whatever has gone before .. 
Finally, it is unfortunate that Ms. 
Malone finds the Presley-style Rand B 
voice "grating" or "whining" but 
then, there is no accounting for some 
people's tastes. Still. 50 million Rock 
'n Roll fans can't be all wrong. Don't 
let this review cheat you out of a chance 
to catch some electrifying Rock 'n 
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Graduates 
Contract records unclear 8 I Good Luck 
§ For The Future 
t······························ T&S continued from page 1 § Many thanks for your 
~ loyal patronage. 
Maine, had previously told 
University administrators that 
they thought the machines were 
wortti $89,000. No University of-
ficials involved in the contract 
discussions remembers 
negotiating the machine's worth. 
t·····~~;~~~;y~;;~;.+...... . 
§ 44 Main St. . . 868-252ij 
The University has received 
$47 ,000 commission from T & S 
betwe~_n July -~! 1977 and April 1, L,..,,_,JQccccccrJ""...r...r...r.c===cccccccm~==coor..-cccccc 
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1978. There will still be $17,000 of 
administrative costs to be deduc-
ted at the end of the fiscal year 
(June30). -
Morse is a partner in the Man-
chester law firm of Sheehan, 
Phinney, Bass and Green, one of 
the two largest and - most 
prestigious firms in New Hamp-
~hire. His partner,~ William 
Green, is listed as Clerk (ttimt of-
ficer) in T & S Enterprises . 
Morse told 'fhe New Hamp-
shire last week that he denies 
"categorically" that he used. his 
position as chairman of the 
Finance and Budget committee 
to influence the contract. He was 
chairman of that committee from 
the fall of 1973 until he was ap-
pointed chairman of the full · 
board last October. 
Morse was unavailable for fur-
ther comment this week because 
he is away on University-related · 
business until tomorrow. -
The monthly Finance and 1 
Budget committee meetings are 
taped and then transcribed into 
minutes. But the minutes do not 
identify speakers or others in-
volved in discussion. Tapes of the 
F & B meetings where ttie vena-
ing contract was discussed are • 
no long-er available. - - - . 
"Tapes of the committee 
meetings are kept for only 60 to 90 
days," said Art Grant of the 
Chancellors Office earlier this 
week. "They're kept until the 
next full board meeting in case 
they're needed, and then they're 
transcribed and then erased and 
reused. Regular board meeting 
tape~ are kept for posterity.'' 
The decision to give T & S the 
vending contract never reached 
the full board. According to 
Grant,, the Finance and Budget 
committee has the authority to 
approve contracts and then 
report its decision to the full 
board. 
Grant checked the F & B 
minutes between March 1976 and 
August 1976, which is the period 
that vending discussion took 
place. He said there is no mention 
of Morse's disqualification in 
any minutes. 
Holloway told The New 
Hampshire last week that the 
board wants the University to get 
out of businesses that are not 
''educationally-related." · 
sales due to lack of inventory iln 
the machines. Although each 
machine ·is serviced five times 
per week, in many cases this 
level of servicing is inadequate. 
This is especially true on 
weekends when no machines are 
serviced." · 
The consultants recommended 
more hot and cold food be made 
available at more locations, to 
serve students when the dining 
halls were closed. There is no 
recommendation for contracting 
vending out to a private com-
pany. 
Holloway said last week, "If it 
isn't in the report, then we talked 
about that in a follow-up 
meeting." There is no written 
record of the follow-up meeting. 
Holloway was unavailable for 
further comment. He reportedly 
left early this week for vacation 
and will not return for two more 
weeks. 
Today's issue of The New 
Hampshire is the last regular 
issue until September. A summer 
supplement for in-coming fresh-
me~_ will appear in June. 
Allan Prince, vice president for 
budget and administration, 
issued a written statement 
yesterday. He wrote that it was in 
his belief ''the primary issue'' in-
volving vending services. 
''The board is the policy~ 
making body regarding major in-
sti tutiona.l policies, and ad-
ministrators are the day-to-day 
managers within the guidelines 
of those policies. It is fortunate 
and proper that the board 
thoroughly consider its decisions 
affecting these policies by con-
sulting with administrators of the 
_University who are directly 
responsible for their implemen-
tation. 
"Sometimes honest and 
professional disagreements arise 
during the discussion stage; this 
is not necessarily undesirable 
and should not be considered as 
detrimental or resulting in fric-
tion. When the board makes its 
considered decision, ad-
ministrators work within the 
resulting policies, and do so in a 
supportive way. This has been, 
and continues to be the case with 
regard to board decisions in-Vending falls into that 
category. Other services at UNH 
that are not educationally-related · 
are an upholstery/drapery ser-
vice, laundry, the mail service 
and the bookstore. 
- volving vending services." 
A former Auxiliary Enter- . 
prises employee recently said to 
The New Hampshire, "If the , 
trustees were on such a kick to 
get rid of those kinds of services, 
how come vending is the only one 
they've gotten rid of. It was the 
only one making any money for 
the University." 
Morse and Holloway both told 
.The New Hampshire last week 
trat a major factor in their 
decision was a 1974 dining/ · 
residence study conducted 
by an independent firm. _ 
Harris, Kerr, Forster and 
Company of Boston did a full 
study of dining and residence 
services because the trustees 
were considering contracting 
dining to a private firm: 
The study recommended that 
UNH keep its own dining ser-
vices, a recommendation that 
was followed. Morse and 
Holloway point to the study's look 
at vending as an influence in their 
decision to have a private com-
pany handle vending. 
The 85-page report devotes ap-
proximately three-quarters of a 
Prince declined further com-
ment. 
A former Auxiliary Enter-
prises employee said, "As far as 
policy is concerned, they 
(trustees) make it, and you 
follow it.'' 
According to Irving Taube, 
president of T & S Enterprises, 
his family has been doing legal 
business with Morse's and 
Green's partners "for more than 
35 years." 
"My father started out doing 
business with Mr. Bass, Mr. 
Sheehan and Mr. Phinney,'' said 
Taube earlier this week. 
Taube's brother Solomon is the 
company's vice president and 
Green is clerk. There are no other 
officers listed. Irving Taube said 
Green's position is non-paying in 
itself. 
''Mr. Green is paid for work 
done, for hours put in doing legal 
work for us. We do not pay him 
any retainer." He did not say 
what the pay was. Green was 
unavailable for comment despite 
numerous attempts by The New 
Hampshire to reach him. 
P.age t~ vengin~. They conclu.de, The ~aubes own four other 
Vendmg se.rvices are a vital __ companies in addition to T & s 
part.of meetmg the ove~all f~:>Od Enterprises. Their other 
services n~eds of the Umversity. holdings, according to records in 
These services should be use~ to the Secretary of State's office, in-
supi;>lement the manual serv.ices elude Taube Finance Co., Taube 
du~mg off-hours ~t- locat10ns Investment Corp., Taube Realty 
which are convenient for the and Manchester Music Company 
patron. Inc. 
" It is our opinion, following a 
review of machine inventory and Morse's law firm handles the 
sales, that substantially higher legal work for all of the Taube's 
vending sales are available companies, although Morse does 
through increases in vending none of that work himself. 
machine placements. In addition, Manchester Music owns the 
we noted severe servicing juke box in the Memorial Union 
._ ____________ ..._ ________________________ :._ deficiencies which cau~e~ loss of ___ Building cafeteria. 
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They pray for miraculous cures 
FAITH HEALING 
conti_nued from page 8 
"The Charismatic services, 
through community prayer, are 
filling the void and the need for 
people to pray together. The 
older people, especially feel the 
absence of the novenas. ;; 
Maguire became involved with 
Charismatic services in January. 
He prayed with a group of 20 
people in Somersworth every 
'ruesday night for several weeks. 
When Lent came he realized he 
would be too busy to attend the 
Somersworth meetings and sug-
gested they be moved to St. 
Joseph,-s on Wednesday nights. 
Gently fingering the pages of 
the thesis he is writing on Charis-
ma tics, he said the physical 
healings are only part of the pur-
pose behind the Charismatic ser-
vice. 
"Charismatic services are to 
renew the spirit and deepen faith 
in the power of the Holy Spirit," 
-he said. "'!'he physical healings 
are God's way of showing people 
He is present among us all the 
time. It is the gift of experien-
cing." 
The priest defined Charismatic 
pr~.ctices as an experiencial tvoe 
of Christianity rather Uien doc-
trinal. "It is like saying, 'I know 
God is present and walking in my 
life' rather than, 'I believe God is 
i_n :nIY life,' '' he said. . 
''Ex-peri~!ltial'' accurately des-
cribes the Wednesday night ser-
vice. After two hours of feverish 
prayer and singing led by Father 
Maguire and four folk singers, 
the congregation formed lines to 
the alter. They waited to be 
blessed and prayed over by the 
priest. 
Maguire caressed the head of 
each worshipper, uttering words 
of blessing. Many of the worship-
pers walked off unaltere·d visibly. 
But many of them passed out, or 
were "slain in the Spirit," as 
Maguire and other Charismatics 
call it. 
Before the service started 
Maguire warned the 
congregation, "When you see any 
of your fellow worshippers fall 
back do not be concerned. They 
are resting with the Spirit. An in-
ner healing has taken place and 
they will wake up truly interested 
in becoming better Christians.'' 
He added, "You are still 
touched by the Holy Spirit even if 
you don't faint. You will feel 
yourself healed internally.'' 
The .congregation murmured, 
''Praise God. Praise God.'' 
Maguire shouted out, "How 
many of you have been healed af-
ter . attending one of our ser-
vices?" Seven people raised their 
hands. · 
Maguire said, "I know you are 
self-conscious to admit your 
healings. Last week only four 
people raised their hands but the 
n~xt dflY l received 7.5 to 80 phone 
calls from _people telling me how 
much better they felt." 
Jean Levesque continued to 
hold her hand up indicating she 
was cured. Later she said, "I've 
been smoking for 35 years. Two 
weeks ago I came and was 
blessed by the priest. I haven't 
touched a cigarette since. I know 
it was God that cured me. Most 
smokers who quit are tempted by 
the smell of cigarettes. I can't 
smell the smoke even if I'm in a 
room full of addict smokers. Only 
God could perform that 
; niiraCie~" 
Levesque said sh-e -suttered 
from ulcers and allergies before 
coming to the service. ''Since I 
was blessed I can eat anything. 
I've had allergies all my life but 
liaven't taken a shot in two 
weeks. I feel great," she said, 
lifting her hands heavenward. 
Levesque added that she 
passed out when Maguire put his 
hands on her head. "I had a 
heavy feeling and had no control 
over myself. The lasf thing I 
remember is my eyes were fixed 
on the ceiling,'' she said. 
Alice Royal (not her real 
name), a housewife from Roches-
ter, said she felt "oozy" after 
being blessed but did not pass 
out. 
"I come to the services to pray 
for others," Royal said. "The 
blessing from the priest and the 
prayers from the community 
gathered together have cured 
many people from illness and ail-
ments. Last week a woman 
walked up to the alter to be 
blessed using two canes for sup-
port. She walked back to her seat 
without the canes screaming, 'No 
pain. I have no more pain in my 
legs.'" 
Tony Sardina, a retired 
mechanic from Alton, said his ar-
thritis was:'Cured after attending 
the Chartsmatic service last 
week. "The combination of my 
faith, the prayers of the com-
1 munity and the priest have 
healed me ana allowed me to 
move without pain. I plan on 
coming every week to pray for 
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Water St. Newmarket 
New Shipment Has Arrived 
Over 300 Pairs of Jeans and Khaki es 
Cut Offs and While Sailor Pants 
Come fill your sununer needs 
, before you leave. 
April 28-30: 
SORCERER 
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STUDENTS W ANJED 
PART TIME - MORNINGS ONLY 
Acceptfog Applications for STUDENT REPS. 
to deliYer the MORNING and SUNDAY GLOBE 
in their DORMS on CAMPUS this FALL. 
GOOD EXTRA INCOME 
For information please write to: 
Frank Tibbetts 
Circulation Dept. 
THE BOSTON GLOBE 
Boston, MA 01207 
Scorpio's Pub 
Thank you to all our 
patrons throughout the 
year. Enjoy your summer, 
and if you' re in the 
area, stop by! 
We'll all be here. 
11 Madbury Rd. -Durham 
,, 
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Schickele conducts at UNH 
by Kate McClare 
The most recently discovered 
piece by the Baroque comooser 
PDQ Bach - known as "a pimpl~ 
on the face of music"· - had its 
world premiere in Durham this 
week, playing to a capacity 
crowd in UNH's Johnson 
Theater. 
The UNH Symphonic Wind En-
semble. conducted by guest artist 
Peter Schickele, performed the 
newly unearthed "Six Contrary 
Dances." A':: Shickele would be 
t Pr~ first to admit, the piece 
.::hould have remained earthed. 
According to Schickele, Bach 
Johann Sebastian Bach's 
youngest son - composed the 
piece during his second period. 
wlilclJ, d~ .5Ll1lckele tolll Ule 
audience Wednesday night, is 
more commonly ref erred to as 
the "soused," or "brownbag'' 
period. 
There , was a strangely 
humorous paradox in Schickele's 
lecture on the mythical com-
poser 's non-works. He talked of 
how PDQ Bach revolutionized the. 
concept of noise pollution in his 
day, yet something in Schickele's 
manner projected a kind of ad-
miration fdt' the man . 
"You may be wondering how 
J .S. Bacl;I could sire someone like 
PDQ Bach,'' Schickele . mused. 
"The composer was the last (and · 
youngest) of 20 children," he ex-
plained, "and was nrobablv a 
case of 'faded genes." 
Schickele cal~ PDQ Bach a 
proponent of "manic plagerism," 
saying he was "the only composer 
who worked on tracing paper.'' 
tracrug pa:ve1. · · · 
wonderfully timed glares at the 
brass, finally threatening them 
with a gun. 
The premiere work didn't seem 
to aim for the same belly laugfis 
as did the cantata; it was a bit 
more subtle although equally 
fUJ!J)Y. _. • 
Most memorable was the 
Allegro But Not Too Much, pain-
fully. punctuated with overhearing 
_booms from the drums. 
The Maestoso Animoso was an 
exercise in frustration, as 
Schickele led the ensemble in 
repeated blasts from all the in-
struments, jumbled together 
unintelligibly. 
Schickele's own works were 
lighthearted and exquisi!e. 
tt1s s1y humor showed m the 
titles: Cha Cha Cha Boomdeay; 
the irritating For Charlie the 
Parrot (named, he said, for an 
equally obnoxious parrot in 
Woodstock, NY); and Sore in the 
Saddle Again. This last consisted 
mostly of the cliched Western 
It is all a cleverly conceived 
joke, a joke Schickele has been de-
vefoping smce 1959. The ensem-
ble commissioned this week's 
Schickele, before the works 
were presented, lamented the dif-
ficulty modern musicians have in 
performing PDQ Bach's works. 
The "dill piccolo," invented by 
the composer, is not in use today, 
he said. 
work as a benefit for the music The audience got an hyst~rj~al 
school scholarship. sample of PDQ's work . ~fore. -
PDQ was last on a bill which Schickele introduced the dances. 
included Schickele's other works The "Echo Sonata" for two un-
- those he will admit to having friendly groups of instruments 
written himself . Schickele's began with a few softly lyrical 
energetically offbeat conducting bars on flute, clarinet, and 
of the student musicians brought · bassoon. It was soon interruoted. 
, movie themes that feature an un-
derlying rhythm which is sup . 
posed to appro~ch the beat of a 
tiorse's hooves. 
out the ensemble's best. -by an off-key brass section in a · 
But one of the most enter- balcony, blasting away horridly. 
taining portions of the concert ·It was a duel that, like much of 
was Schickele's introduction of PDQ Bach's works, resembled 
"history's most justly neglected the Marine Band tuning up. 





North Star, Dusk on the 
Palisades, and Mink Hollow 
Morning were sweet and haun-
ting. 
The only piece that was lacking 
was the Monochrome for Eight 
Trombones. A few members of 
the audience expressed some 
dissatisfaction with this piece. It 
was an annoying musical jumble 
that seemed to lead nowhere. 
< "" " ' Bro~tlway actress, B~n~y Venuta as Amanda Wingfield at production of 
GtiiSSie.llienagerie lacks poliSh 
By Lauren Dill 
The latest Theater-by-the-Sea 
production, "The Glass Menag-
erie," is an autobiographical mem-
ory play by Tennessr e Williams 
based on his struggle with a nag-
ging, suffocating mother and a 
crippled sister. 
Chock full of the old disillusions 
about the American Dream, his 
characters are misfits out of place 
and time. 
The critic Kronenberger says 
the play's strength lies in "it's 
mingles pathos and comedy, its 
preoccupation with memory, its 
tissue of forlorn hopes and back-
wards looks and languishing self 
pity." Theater-by-the-Sea's latest 
production pins down all the path-
os and laughter, but fails to capture 
any atmosphere of fragility neces-
sary in a play about suffering. 
The wife Amanda Wingfield is 
portrayed by Banay Venuta, a 
well-known Broa9way actress:· A-
bandoned by her husband, Aman-
da lives in a world of southern 
hospitality, in a time filled with 
lace dollies, lavender sachets and 
gentlemen callers. 
Cornering Tom, she persuades 
him to invite a gentleman caller 
for Laura. She eventually des-
troys Laura through such match-
making. Her shrewish nature and 
·vitality are well performed by 
Venuta. 
She has all the power of the 
"truscan sculpture" described by 
Tom in the narration scene; in 
fact, she strides on stage and 
takPs over. 
Her acting is in itself excellent, 
but she lacks spontaneity; one 
mig~t call her an actresses' act- , 
ress. For a heroic flirt, she is be-
lievable, but as the sometimes 
"tender" Amanda described by 
Williams, she elicits no sympathy. 
Accordingly, her audience gives 
her very little. 
Tom Wingfield, played by Chet 
Carlin, has the unique part of nar-
rator and character, stepping in · 
and out of the play. When he runs 
away from his family, he destroys 
himself because he can never 
escape Laura's eyes. 
As narrator, his soliloquies fail 
to capture the deep suffering of 
Tom. Instead, he places the 
suffering on a pedestal; as an 
audience, we can not identify 
with such egotistical pain. Carlin 
rolls the words around in hiS 
mouth as though they are in-
finitely delicious. He speaks the 
tapestry.of Williams' poetry very 
Wflura (Alice Eliott), like Tom, 
is the poetic sufferer. She is the 
one whoi is eventually destroyed 
by the world around her. Tom 
considers her a burden, Jim kis-
. ses her out of pity, and Amanda 
seals her fate· by thrusting the 
myth of the klnight in shinill.g 
armor down her throat. 
· Lauq1 has withdrawn from life 
Eliott 6rings back all the horror 
of adolescence, from her tentative 
smiles to her picking fingers. 
Eliott captures Laura's fragility 
well. She can make the audience 
drop its eyes in her poignant 
rendition of Laura. 
The made-for-TV legends have 
been eliminated and actually im-
proved by eliminating Williams' 
didactic tendencies. The humor 
and Elliott's Laura save the pro-
duction, but in short it is over-
acted. As Williams might say, 
TBS's "Glass Menagerie" has no 
"sorrowful murmurs from the 
deep blue dusk." 
Peter Schickele, alias PDQ Bach, conducting the UNH 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble Wednesday night. (Art Illman 
-photo) 
PDQ Bach speaks out 
B~ Kate McClare 
Composer Peter Schickele sits 
in a deserted Music Department 
office, a husky, bearded figure in 
jeans and a denim jacket. 
"What a lot of people don't 
• realize," he says quietly but with 
a knowing grin, "is that the best ! 
satirists make fun of what they 
like, not what they'clon't like." 
Shickele is the creator of PDQ 
less stuffy, but it's wrong to give ' 
the impressio~ that that's the 
reason for this." 
Schickele, 42, grew up in the 
Midwest. He was a fan of jazz 
musician Spike Jones, which led 
him to form a Jones-imitation 
band at age 12, known as Jerky 
Jems and His Balmy Brothers. 
. He studied the bassoon at 
Swarthmore and earned a 
master's at Julliard, where he 
later taught. It was at Julliard 
that ~DQ Bach was born. 
'Bach, the mythical youngest son' 
of Jghann Sebastian Bach. 
Schickele has been "discovering" 
PDQ's works in such out-of-the- He began giving private perfor-
"'.flY places _as garbage cans and . mances of "history's most justly 
bird cages smce 1959. ignored composer" at Julliard -
He presents PDQ's biography 
and musical blasphemies · regu-
larly to audiences at the Julliard 
School of Music and in Aspen, 
Colorado. This week he was in 
Durham to conduct ihe world pre-
miere performance of his latest 
discovery: PDQ's "Six Contrary 1 
Dances." 
The ensemble commissioned 
the work as a benefit for the UNH 
Music School Scholarship. 
Explains Schickele, "They con-
tacted my manager about con-
ducting some pieces for them. I 
had ideas for this piece, so they 
commissioned it." He says he_ 
finds it hard to work without a 
deadline, so the commission gave 
him some incentive. . 
"Musicians tend to like it," 
Schikele says of his bizarre 
repertoire, which combines such 
incongruities as actual Mozart · 
and J .S. Bach works with jazz, 
ragtime, big band and other con-
temporary music. · 
"There are musician jo~es in it 
and then there's more broad~ 
humor,'' he says, explaining. 
PDQ's popularity among even 
the most die-hard classical 
lovers. 
"One well-known music 
educator did say, though," he ad-
ded, "that 'you are making fun of 
things we hold sacred.' '' 
Schickele himself seems to hold 
. nothing ~~_cred. But he deni~ that 
he's out to simply satirize 
classical music. 
"The largest part of it for me is 
fun, period. I do takeoffs on con-
ducting, but there's a lot of 
humor in the music itself: the in-
congruity of having Mozart and 
jazz licks together." 
·and started presenting public 
concerts in 1965. 
"I'm a fairly compulsive pun-
ster," Schickele says, "and I 
have a free association mind. I 
can't think of any particular 
thing I do (to compose). ' ' 
Of "The Seasonings," a recita-
tive work built on puns of various 
herbs, he says, " It was virtually 
finished without the last move-
ment--the 'Summer is a cumin 
seed.' 
"Suddenly I thought of the 
phrase 'I'm comin' ' from 
another work." He started 
playing around with that, and 
soon had a final movement. 
Though '' Sea·sonings, '' 
schfokefe says, was ''the produ~t . 
of a dlseased mmd," he has writ-
ten more conventional music. His 
credits incfude music for 
"Sesame Street" and music and 
lyrics for the Broadway musical 
"Oh! Calcutta." He has· also ap-
peared with the National Sym- ._. 
phony, and spent a year writing 
music for Los Angeles public 
schools on a Ford Foundation 
Gi:-a.nt. 
Schickele says he and the UNH 
· syinphonic/Wind'Ensemble put in 
about six hours in two days re-
h'-ursing ~or the concert. ''People 
are surprised at how hard we 
work · in rehearsal," he muses. 
"But I want to do a piece that is a 
piece you'd enjoy." 
"One of the things I learned 
from Spike Jones is that it's okay 
at a drunken party to fool 
around," he says. "But a long-
term thing like this has to be 
played well to be funny.'' 
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The media infest every aspect terspers10ns .. 
of our existence and are a fitting The effect 1s to . frustrate the 
object for the scrutiny of a reader as he . tries to wade 
student magazine· defined as a through rather lengthy, factual 
"forum of contemporary com- · accounts of England's 
munications." 'S?ciological atmospher~, o~ly.~to 
Serendipity released this week Jmd Goodbody almost dismissmg 
by the Stud~nt Press, focuses 'the effort at the ~nd wi~? "So 
·on the media in their various much for the sociology. The 
forms. It probes such topics as observation~ made in the article 
punk rock and Hollywood- pla-_ are. perceptive - .Goodbody had 
giarism with more than the ob- obviously done ~1s homewor~ -
vious criticisms and analyses. and the con~l~s10n.s are vali~, 
Dana Sullivan offers a not-so- but the styhstlc hmdrances m 
glamorous look at a reporter's finding them are difficuU to over-
life in "Why I Am Not a Re- come. . 
porter." With a bitter tone he "The Message~' i.s a sh?rt po~m 
recounts the lower points of a by Jame.s .M. Wilham~ m which . 
journalist's life, and in the the telev~s10n f~r1!1ula i~ re?uced 
process comments-on how prosti- to a recip~. W1lhams is d1rec~; 
tuted journalism really is and the. I?O.em 1s v~~y ~uccessful m 
why newspapers exist: . "they satm~!ng t~e sphced colored 
are, after all believe it or not, spam yrhich we. have· b~e~ 
a profit-making organization." lowered m.t~ acceptmg a~ leg1h-
The piece combines anecdotes mate tele.vi_s1on ~roadc?stm~.. , 
and insights with a concise sar- Serendipity editor Mike Fm10 s 
casm that does not become too "Nh!!way on a Journ~y" ettecl!_ve1y 
cynical to make its point effec- buries what he wan~s. to say un-
tively. ~er so muc~ quas1-mtellectual 
"75C275" by Sue Movsesian is Ja~gon .t~at it becomes almost 
also a personal story with a uni- unmtell1~1ble. . 
versa! appeal. She writes of her . In a dialogue b~t~een h1ms~lf 
correspondence with an inmate a.nd im old .man Fimo deal~ wit~ 
of Attica Prison, whom she has such questions as Wh~re .,a1!1 I. 
never· met. and Where am I go mg . m a 
The art of letter-writing is convo~uted, obs~ure manner .that 
thought by many to be dead in does little to. enbg~ten o~ ~larify. 
these days of the long-distance He explams his J?OSihon and 
phone call, but Movsesian and why he has chosen it to the old 
her correspondent have evidently man, but only the old m:;m can 
used the medium to develop a u~ravel t.he k1~ot of meanmgless 
great understanding. "75C275" ~heh es. (t.e. . .. suc~~m~ to ~he 
deals sensitively with the immobile masses ... , ... bemg 
problems and frustrations of such ~ully awa.re o~ m~self and ~y 
a seemingly sterile form of inter- mterrelabon~?1p with everythmg 
action and examines how much aroun~ me ... _ ) apd comprehend 
can be communicated through F)1'io's eHxoJtan1;ithiotn. th t f" words alone easy 01 ig ens e one o 
Roland G~odbody approaches S~re!ldipitr. with ':Vhat mi~ht be_ 
punk rock in "Situation vacant; subtitled The L1gh~er ~1de of 
Punk was Just the Job" in a the ~asual . R~lat1onsh~p at 
scientific, cause and effect man- _ l!N~. In his d1alog1:1e Vase-
ner that becomes tediously d1dac- lme '· Casey the semor meets 
tic. He traces its roots through .Debb~e t~e freshman, and t~e 
sociological, musical and charac- rest is ~1st<~ry. Holt keep~ his 
teristic channeis, but untor- commun1~ahon by one-hners 
tunately tries to lighten this strict f~ny, unmvolved and very be· 
- · bevable. 
Sixty countries around the world are presently 
planning events for this recognition of solar energy. 
Durham events 
"The Dreams of Edgar Allen Poe" recreates, with imaginative and vivid clarity, several of 
the bizarre and often grotesque stories of this author. Senior drama !students .Ellen Croteau, 
and Michael Turner conceived the idea for their senior project, and staged the performance 
last night at the Hennessey Theater in the Paul Arts Center. Effective use of masks, lighting 
and ethereal costumes made the production theatrically and visually striking. Another per-
formance will be held tonight in the Hennessey Theater at 8 p.m. (Art Illman photo) 
--------------.Calendar~~~~~~~ 
.Friday, . Saturday, 
1
April 28. _April 29 
MUB P.ub - The Slugs, rock 
and roll, 8 p.m. 
"The Dreams of Edgar Allen 
Poe," a senior theater project. 
Henessy Theater, Paul Arts 
,Center, 8 p.m. 75¢ admission. 
• 
IS 
"Arm and Hammer" string 
band at the Press Room, 77 
Daniel Street in Portsmouth. 
Bill Staines and Elaine Silver 
at the Stone Church in 




Projections presents "1 he 
Outlaw Josey Wales" with 
Clint Eastwood, at 7 and 9:3Q 
p.m., 75¢. .. 
"First Impulse" at The Stone 
Church in Newmarket. 
5:00 A.M. Sunrise gathering with Native American Indians from Upstate New York 
STRAFFORD ROOM 
9: oo A.M. films; The Sunbeam 
lO:OOA.M. solution, Dawn of 
11: 00 A.M. the Solar Age, The 
12:00 Noon Sunspot Systery 
Shown continuously 
CARROL/BELKNAP ROOM SENATE ROOM (MUB) 
Tom Minnon, N .H. Solar Energy Professor Sy Impson 
Association "Solar Greenhouses" (Physics) 
Valerie Carter N_.E.C. for Professor Lagassa ( 
Appropriate Technology; Slides ·Political Science (?) ·1._, \ ) ) j 
Drew Gillette, Kalwall Corp., Jim Pollard, Botany -\_ ~ , f > ,- ," _j 
"Future of Solar Business" "Photosynthesis and Sun" ,_ -.-, "~, ~ l_J ,.,- _ ~ -' _ 
These talks will be relaxed and informative. Bring questions. - '-- ~ 
11:00-2:00 FreeBustouroftwoDurhamSolarhomes,asolar ~--..__--~ :_ '-1/rfJ1il ..... ),. · I\~,..._~-~·--,.. __ business in Dover, and the Environmental Mini dorm. ' \ _, __,, 
12:00-1 :00 Lunch at East-West Park. Informal talks with speakers, · ------------ ---../-,_,,--, 1-
k ,.... ___r- I I I ~r ·~ 
~~:~:~i-s~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~;~f~~~~ ~::;rs. _, "'----' r / \ [ __ ' L _  _'_-f; ~ , ___ " 
1:30P.M. SENATOR DURKIN, Strafford Room -----'/ ~ , ""' 
2:30P.M. OUTDOORCONCERTinEAST-WESTPARKwith ,,../ 1/r -!-~--<'·~,_':.. ...._ '-..."-.., 
inf~rmation booths, solar displays. / , , 
Lunch at the Dump "--
Cormac McCarthy , ) ~ ~ 
Chuck Colley 
E.S.P. (Jazz) 
7:00 P.M. Sunset Ceremony at T-Hall hill with Native Americans. 
Days Events covered live by WUNH 




1!170 PI~·mouth Fury II V-11 engine. air con-
ditioning. excellE'nt interior. engine well 
maintained. good running conclition $600.00 
or best ofter C'all 749<l7!18 after5 p.m. 
1967 Hl\1W ModPI -1600 w/ 69 interior. Coney 
sht)cb. radials. :\:YI-Fm-SW raclio. Some 
rust. Ht•storablP s:ioo.oo Also 1969 A.H. Sprite 
w l 1967 Rebuilt engine $:l00.00 436-6468 
Habbit - vv.- -HJ75 45.oc)o mTieS-R"ecr-=-Ex-
cellPnt condition Call 664-2371 
1911 Volkswagen- komblVan- Excellent 
Cond. New Engine. Clutch. Muffler. Battery. 
No Hust. Rust Proofed. FM Radio. Gas 
Hrater. Asking $2.200.00 659-281!1 
l!J7:l Vega for sale Standard TransmTsSTon . 
~OJid eonditinn $800 call 868-5362 
- --·-- ___....,. -- - ------
i'H/1: \j, r · ii' ( · •• u.:;ir 1;11od cond :t11•1l 11111! 
1>'11!: •: ; l . J ~ · r.1d11 : ~r1n . 110 \lu~t ,.1•!! b1'1111T 
\1;1 .' t , I t' l\J 1 l ~!(l . lJ Pl' (};l~J :-.fl!t..l . .t :W 
!·· ·· ~ .. dt· t<M>:: l"(; :r;o ll1111da 81i!Vi ·P!• .-\sk 
T .. dd ~ .'!: 
!:1 , 1: \ \\ \\·11!1 ~llll 1'n11f ;md l'f;-:i f'fl ~ •lflf' 
I ,.,,f\ IH 't'tJ, I\ l'i°k Ji11l (' lll.!11 1(' IS l''\ tT!h-11! 
f 1111:--1 ... 1 111: :..!:~ :!.-, mpg. ~..l:-111 nr lw:--.1 11fft · 1 
i .. . l :! 1.: ·di 1p1 :; ·no and wt ·t·kcnd:-- l :2H 
\ "lll.\"!l SEil.\:\. J!lfi7 '.\(•(•d;.. 1rnrk . h11: 
._!n111 t 1 · 11~!llll' . . \n11md $:!nt1 . <'a!! J>and .tm-1i.-Mt . 
:, · i '- , . ' i ·"'~ · l~t ·. -t ~H 
l ! "·~ ll•"k" 1~.im cha1·:.:1' r . .1 1d1t•(•I <11 11<' . 
), 11110 ! de~. Ii ,.,., _...;:.,1111l tud . ! ~ <'\t'r u~t ·d 
11 1r p ~11 ·. , 1 1 1~ . t-:\ci.>: inH l·nndt:iPJl . HHH :.~h~il 
\-~ · •1.• ~l . ~'nn. -1 :_>H 
F -1 ~ .. , . . \"n !1 n lL~s U"l'cl p.irls l!lfi8 SI 
-.1 . 1. ~ l•.•11' lkh111!1 ,1111111111dilw<! I\ l:\ c11}.!111c 
\\ 1:)i · \ ,.l:lil"l\I" _ . \th l("(';!lld ,._("l"\"I L'(" l ll,! ;11 ·;111 · 
, il1 l1· 1 .i! ! 2 l:!H~1 nr Hf;:. •m:t! l< '. 1\ <' fl 1t ''"llg(' 
'P)" H1 iltt ' ..! :.!H 
1!17: I l;i1s1111 1;111 stat11111 11"<1:.!011 :1111,.111.1l1t 
1r;111-..· :· 1 ........ 11111. Tnp-r;.lll'd h~· t·1111~1111H·r r< 'iHll'I:--. 
11til > 1..! . tHlll n1ii(·~. 1111 r<'l'PiidlllP!ll'd ('1l~i1w. 
~~; J ~://; 1 ~;r ~.: ~a~1\';~:i'11 l ~ t ·~~; !l~'r ~ "~U,~~~~~: 2~ ~{< ~~,.;~~t 
'lust sell immediatclv 1 1969 Rambler +door 
\Ja1111a! Transmissioii. Good running eond1 · 
1 i"n /t'i"I d('pt'nda!JI<•_ S(lnH' rust. Askini-( 
S.J~iO. (";1!1 i-l!I lltilHt•\·('nings. . 
l·"nr s;il('- l!li"i \'W Bus_ !LOOO mil(•s on 11('1\· 
l'llgim·_ Asking $1800 t·all :w:;.4:191 or J>a~·t i111e 
-1::!i --111:~:i .. \sk lor lluleh -l t :.'H 
1'17.l Sllj>('I' hPetk· .18.00(I mi!PS. beige. radio. 
t'll;.!llll' cnmpll'tel~· n·bui!I al ;;o.(li>O mites. 
" ''" radial. ~20:i0 l'X('l'll('Jll c"nditio11. :\Just 
,, ·JI h:> \la~ · 2. <'all 1.J2-!Hl-l9 . .J t 28 
1--,.r Sal(': J!fiO T11~· 111a Land Cruisff 1nth 
F1-.lll'r plll1\·. Approx . :iO.lltl!l 1J1il(•s .. sonH' 
rust . h111s 1n•l! and !!('ls g11nd nnlPag('. 
<;J8t111 .,,- bl'sl. otkr . l>a1·1d B!i8-2lffi. -l<'H 
FUH SALi'> t!lt;!1 FOHi> ECt>NOLl'.'JE \'AN-
c;H1<: \T :\IECllA:\ICAL SllAl'E-S0:\11': HUST 
Sl'O'! S-J{l ' NS w1<:LL-·H;o111> Tll{r:s. $!KIO 
nr HEST OFFEH .rn;-18:>L :\il'k .J 1 2ll 
1.-1 >I{ SALE: 1!17:! l'ontiae <ira11d A:\J-l'S 1SB1AT 
a ir l'"nditioning. Hul'kl'IS c11ns1ile. A:\1:'"":\11 
Sl('rl'!I 8 track . :i.J.000 Orlf!lll<ll lllli('S. 
Exe('lll•nt ('ondilil>ll man~· t•xtras 20 mpg_ -
fifi.J-2-ll:) nilt'S .J / 28 
-l wlu·('l drin• ·1;7 Seoul Jnll'rnational. N('Vt'r 
p!n1n•d. Engim• 1111<:xcPllPnt Condition_ Some 
ril'-l .:.:111onr bl'sl PllPr. 8fi8-2:i-l4. -l/28 
For sale: 1970Green vwexcellent body& 
running condition. Great car for the sum-
mer. Also 2-winter tires go with it. $350 or 
BEST OFFER. CAii Jan 8611-5999 
'"~ 1 !11fl•rin1 :\IG-B Hoadster. Low llli!eage. 
I i· :• •r;..rntd1 with matchinf.! inll'ri"r. 1<1-
stripes . Trunk rack. Call 1162-2147 Days or 
h.o!J .11,nJ.;tlter· -L .J 1 ~x 
'74 SAAB 99 LE 4 sod Standard trans. New 
Pa111t. 73.000 miles. Excellent condition Call 
'168-2046 . 
for sale 
1947 Milk Truck:handcrafted wood camper 
interior Great running conclition: went 
across countrv twice. $850 or best offer. 436-
9166 -
l97f -Honifa -45o in exceptional corictition. 
Meticulously maintainect. color black. Call 
868-9831. ask.for Mark. leave message. $750. 
1966 MG Midget in outstancting conctition. 
No rust whatsoever. New last fall: top. seat 
co.vers. exhaust system. 71 engine wilh 30i~ 
miles. brakes. universal joinfs, carpeting. 
borg & beck clutch. Iron! to back tune-up 
Rlue with wire wheels. $875. Call 868-91131: 
ask for Mark. 
s1u;-J,L - 24'x24' acre ol levl'I 1<111<1 - ch rt roao 
- pnvall' local ion - 5 mil<•s from LC'!.' Cirl'le -
. $11.500. Conroy Agenry 664-2694. 4/28 
t 'ustom lfoto-Tilling : ll<'asonable rates. T<•l. 
!'hi! l'vl1tchell. t!(i-0:18'1. 4/2!1 . 
. ·~ ·· ......... ~...... .... .. . ~ 
CANON FTb \1-:ith :lO mrn / 1.8 lens a-mi case 
!or sale. $1:10 or bPsl olfer. Call 2-1:300 or !!6!1-
!1812 and ask for Hick. 
:11arantz 22:lo Sll'l"C'O receiver. still ui]der 
war<111ll'e. f<~xn•llt>nt condition_ Phone 11611-
7~;,7 ask lor .John. 4/211 
Darkroom <'quipment: Viviiar f.::34-enlarger. 
salelight. travs. stainless stet'! tanks and 
reels. clwmicals. easel. nl<lsl eve>rvlhing 
llN'dl•d lo Sl'l Up your 01\'ll darkrooni. Can 
l\larc at 868-741!4. 4/2!1 
For S<ll<• Gihson-S.J L>l>lt1xe Acoustie Guitar 
('all Sue - 2-15!-l:i. !lfi8-fli87. 2/ 28 
l'uppil's - :: 1Lab. '. 1 Slwpard _- P-Jease- take 
om• of thesp b(•aul1lul :1ttle tuzz1es. Free or 
~Ill 1l1-111'1l<fina_ ml f in:uu .. •oc: (':.111 gi:J . :';.hf.!'l 1/ :Js.t 
i >;:;;,ntaCRugs. c0ll~cto1~ wisl1erl to ie1C buv 
and Pxchang<• rugs. Preferabl;-r old. tribal. 
all wool construction. Call evernngs or week-
ynds 5-16-8190. 4/28 
· St(•n•o ~·o~:- ·s·ai~·~Elect.-ophonic 1 Exceller1t 
Condition 1 Turnatable. 8-Traek Plaver/Re-
~~1j~1g2_~~(~~~t~k:~!ii~/~kng Only- $135.00 
Branrl Nt'w Col(lr- TV-- On-1.v 6 montf1s old. 
Brand: Son.v KVI2I5 Trinitron Plus. Asking 
$2!!0.00 Call Mohammed al 2-1132 Rm. 207 
4/28 
Yarct Sale--Dishes. pottery. pottect plants. 
curtains. rugs. lamps. baby clothes. baby 
carriers. fur coat. women's clothes. 
luggage: much. much more--Saturday. May 
6. 9 a.m. 156 Central Avenue. Dover. 749-2842 
Apartment ·sale--Starts April 25. Call 741-
4786 evenings for appointment--Furniture, 
bureaus. beds. tables. housewares. antiques. 
pottery. etc. 
Free Puppy to a good home. Female Lab-
golrlen cross. black anrl white. 3 months. 
friendly. Call 43I-8671after5. 
Peugeot IO-speed. large frame. pump. 
kickstand. tool kit. foot stirrups. 6 steel 
cable wfth comb.ination ·1ock 32 · ibs. to"ta). 
Excellent Cond1t1on. :i;1~u 0r tl.V. <tJo-oow 
I974 Milk truct: hand craTtecf woo<icamper 
interior. Great running conclition. Best offer 
436-9166 
72 Plvm°i>uth Satellite. 2 doo1:. VB. 318--_--72.00o 
miles. 21/16 mpg. green with Jandaur root. 
moving must sen. $850. $11:'>0 with cosmetic 
n·pairs. !168-714:!. after 5. 4/28. 
64 Rar11bler $200.0o Six cv111;;-Jer, goocl tires 
and hod~'. runs well. Vei·v tll'penClable and 
dwap transportation_ can about 9 a .rn_ or 
12 p.m. leave message it not home 659-6:l!l:l. 
.J / 28. 
l!J71i KZ400s Excellei1tcondffion. low 111ileage. 
Luggage rack ~J. Call Mike at 1-fl64-53.14. 4128. 
V\V ·cimVl'rl ililc l ll6~ b1ue.. Very go()d i-Li1111i1ig 
cond1!1on. New: valve JOb. heater hoxes. 
rebuilt engine. wheel tx>arings. tires. AM/FM 
radin. Top and body lair. On campus daily. 
$450 Call toll I ree ( 207 l 7411-3257. 4/28 
J<'or Sale: 1974 Honda 125 mntorc\'cle. with 
crash har. si:-.sy bar. and rack. UndPr 1000 
mil('<l!!C'. Practically brand new. $475.00 Call 
.Jean al 2-20!!0. 4/28 
VW bug. dependahll•. spunkv eng. onlv :io.ooo 
mi. Excellent condition. nc·\v paint. lenders. 
Ski rack. Best offer . Call Wendy. 1168-9808. 
r Lcarr name and no. 1t not there 1. 4/28 
IH72 Super Beetl<'. summer prPjl'l'l car! 
Engine swallower! a valve . Body lair. meeh-
anicall).' sounrl. and just inspectPd. Call 
Al alter 5 p.m. W<'ek<lavs. 868-2564. MakP and 
of rer ! 4/ 28. · 
i!J69 MGH~GT bodv reeeritlv restl1rcd. British 
racin~ green. 7'1.000 org. mile~. Wire spoked 
wheels. AM-FM. 26 mpg . Very dependahlt>. 
$J:l50or best otter. Call 659-5796. 4/ 211 
1976 Tovota Celica GT Lift back $4200.00 well 
maintained: 19'.36 Chevy Pick-up Stret>I Rod. 
S.1750.t>O or make offer. !168-7161after6 p.m. 
lillc111 Kasi It- skis w l sol111rn>11 bindings $:,o. 
Winier riding IM1ols. slwl'pskin ·linl'd. Si1.t· fiXiO 
~.~::~'t~'.;. \(;~~1 <~:.! :;i1~~ii'1r.i::~~~;~'.;t .. t'~i:'::s 1~;:(' !~;:it(; 
n·cd-dijiper S21HI . :'\am·y li:l!J-2lit:. l'Yl'11111g,.. 
-1 · 2P. 
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classified 
ads Sunny one becli-1iorn apartmc1it available May 15-Sept. I for sublet. i''urnislwd. quiet location overlooking Mill Pond. 5 minute walk to campus.. Rent negotiable. Call 8611-
:>ll'.l!J. Kceptry111g. 4/211 
For Sale: l!J/(; Yanl-111a11 nwpPcl. ll;is 011!1 
il('«'ll (i 1111J(•s . $'.l:>o .no or lics: ol l(•r. (';ii! 
Kfi:! !~1~1-l i)('l\Y('('IJ !l:oo ,v., --l::HI jl . 111 . (lr m;g ~-lU 
;1t11·r ~> : IHI p.111 . Ask for l\t•llv -1 21; 
l.-11r sale . J•:JcclropiJP11ic -I l'll<111rn·J n•t·1•11·(-r. 
,\.\I F:\1 radio_ 8 lral'k p!aq·r < ;.w>d rn11(l1lio11_ 
.\l,.,11 .J sp<'akers ; cl<•cl n>jil 11111it• '· Asking '!:°80 
l ';ii! Karsl('ll 1!11!1ll Hfi2 - ~0"i!I or Hfi8-%1 !I. ·1128 
F11r S.i!I' : large dorlll :-.ii.I'd n•lrigl'ralnr. 
go11d ,.,111<!1!1011 $~,:; . l'.il! i.12 1871 nr S<'P .loh11 
~J11!;d1l>s ll;til.-l W 
:\11'.\0l.T,\ XE-/_ :l:i mm ran1cra . OnP l"l'ilr 
old. ;iul 11mal il· t''\j~>Slll"('. wil h 11- -l:ifl n1111 l(•11s 
:\!"11 hillT ollwr ll·nst':-. . ('al! '.'I irk li'1!t - ~117 
l -~1: 
FOR SALJ!:. 1971 BMW mot?rcycle R60/5. 
good concl1tion. Many extras. $1500 firm. 
742-7187 keep trying. _________ _ 
apartments 
Large 4 bedroom apt: on Lamprey .K1ver m 
Newmarket. For summer ani:l/or fall. On 
Kari-van. Pets allowed. Call Mike at 862-2258 
or964-8761. 
Summer sublet--Furnisherl Apt. for 3 people 
available in Durham--Webster House. Liv. 
kit. 2 bedrms, bath --$100 ea. a mo. & elec-
tricity. Available May I5-Sept. I. Call Mary 
or Pam 742-5770 -
Summer Sublet. Sunny furnished apt. for 
two. perfect location in downtown Durham. 
available May 14 to Sept. Rent negotia.ble 
Call Nancy !168-5190 
Summer Sublet: Clean, 2 bectrooms. living 
room. kitchen. bath'. In Durham. Com-
operated laundry and storage in basement. 
Parking. Partially furnished. 2 or 3 people. 
Only $220/month mcludes heat & hot water. 
Call Cindy ( 163) or Chris (160) at 868-9761 or 
2-2171. 
Summer Sublet for 4 people m Durham : 
Webster House. $75 each/mo. Wayne 1168-
2657 4/28 
Summer Sublet - furnished house at 27 
Main St., Durham. 4 bectrooms, livingroom. 
den, cellar, bathroom. $415/month. 868-9656. 
4/25 
Rooms to rent at Kappa Sigma for the 
·summer. Singles $16, doubles $12 per person 
a week. Call now for best choices. Ask 
for Richard Boyd 8611-9717. 2-I822 Inter-
campus. 4/25 
Summer Sublet: May 12 -Aug 31. 9 Woodman 
Rd. Durham Apt. 115-1111 Spacious, furnished 
apt. with full kitchen and bath. $200/mo. 
includes all utilities. Call Deb or Judie 
868-5761. 4/28 
Apartment to-sublet for summer: Avaiiable · 
June 1. 2 bedrooms, living room, and kit-
chen. Five miles from campus. Barrington. 
Peaceful. quiet surroundings. Rent $I88/mo. 
plus utilities_ Call after IO p.m. during week · 
and anytime on weekends. 868-5337. 4/28 
For sublet June through August, with option 
for fa!) lease: 2 bedroom apartment. "'/w 
carpetmg. sun deek, on Mam Street f\ew-
Aparlmen.t available fur sulllm<'r sul.Jll'l with 
!all option. :; mil<•s lrom campus. 2 
bedrooms. Jiving room. kitchen. w / w eap-
pc•ting. f{('nt negotiablt'. ineluctes hot watn. 
ll6!:l-21!J!J. 
Thrl't> sing!<' rooms: Short Sands at York 
Bt>aeh: Ma~· thru St'plemb0r: private bath 
with shower: light cooking: $;!0 per WC'l'k. l -
207<!6:l-28;)9. 
For Rent-2 bdrm., kit., liv., bath, apt. 
$215/mo. incl. heat. Pool, tennis. Dover l{-
· ~i4~.Rt. Avail. May 15. Call.aft. 5 p.m. 742-
Appt. to sublet. DURHAM. either 1 lg. rm. 
with kit. and bath-$100: or 2 lg. rms with kit 
and bath - $200. Each rm has private entran-
ce. WILL NEGOCIATE! Call Roz or Abbi 
868-9703. 2-2467 
~um11wr Sub!q wl f<t!! opt. Studio apartrnenl; 
29 Main St., Room for 1 or 2. -Partlv ri.ir-
111s11l'rt. !!<1;,01111011th ea!! 86!Vi:i:i7. 4/:!H · 
Arartment for Rent in Dover, near Kari 
Van. 3 Bed Rooms, Living Roonr,Kitchen, 
C
rf"l#>ntlv rPrnonPll'd $215 oer month heated. 
_ _fll 742-7908 between 7-9p.m. 4/28 , 
'SUMMER ROOM f\ VAILABLE_a_t =Ta-· u~K-ap-­
pa Epsilon: For Information call 862-1300 or 
·~11:9872. Ask for George or Rick ~_/2_11 __ _ 
I 
l
'summer Sublet--lop floor ol Imus<' i11 New-
mark<'! :l miles from Durham al K-Van 
slop. partial!:-· rurnishl'd. two IJpcfrooms . 
porch. gard0n. $HK>/ mo. 1wgotiable. ('a!l .Jon. 
ti:i!1-:io:111 . .+ / 2;, 
I 
: . .\bbi or Hoz. 8fi8-!l/O:l. 2-2467 Nel'd I room-
1 rnal<' to share sunn:-: apparlml'nl on Gar-
l
rison Ave .. l>LIHHAM. Sumnwr on!\" . $112 mo. 
will 1wgotiat('! Inc . l,g kit. . 2 rrnims. bath. 
1
11! porch. 41'.m 
!Sumnwr sulilel in NC'wmarkt't. !\'('\\" sliding 
1 Hock Apwt111P11ts. I X>b. 6fi'+-262:i or ('ath !li&i'OO.<J. 
~~!Ill~ :!~~('~ .. l~IJ:l~'(t:;~~:ltli!ll~·_;~;;~~~! 1~;1 ~ti~~~i111 ~'IXl~ 
VAILABLJ<; J111w Jst. :! p<'!"snns-$1i5 c>ach. 4/2!! 
l'OHMRENT-- Forest Park Apartments has 
• 1 two-hf'dronm apartmPnl aYailahlP as of 
\pril l·L 1!17!1. Tlw Apartnwnt is spt•ciaIJ:-· 
··quipp<•d for a parapalegic. Fon•st Park is 
·ks1gned to lllt't'I .the ararlnwnt IH'eds ot 
;;~t~·~'s:~1.~,~~:l 1!t1~l11:-i:;~~~,~~n:,('.~ :~rn~~: tfi.i~:1~:,(;~ 
:-;chool i.e. teaching rl'search assistants. 
'SJ7).(M1i month all utilities 1rn·ludl'd. !<'or more 
information contact .Joe Austin. ForPsl Park 
Manag('I". Building 16. ForPsl Park 862-2742. 
hdon· Ma~· f>. 1!178. 4/ 28 
For SUllllll('r SublPl: 28 Ba!!dad I{'!. Apt. B-2 
studio :1pt. furnislll'd 4 min . 1\·aJk lo eampus. 
F·'i~~~li~~<'f;~~ahl<'. ConH' b:-: or call !168-716'.L 
· Summer suhlPl - w/fall option in llovPr--
2 lg. bedroom. lg. kitehl'n on Kari -Vail rout(' 
$J!1;;1mo. <:al! 742-2001 ask !or De0 ])('<' or 
Linda -!/28 
Subl<'t \\·/ !all opt.. N<•wmarkPI. 2 Bdrm .. 
lgt• kill'hen. lg<'. Ji\·111groom. porch. PPts 
allowed. Near Kari-Van. $19:>/mo cal! Bruce-
6:19-2111. 4/:.1!1 ' market. Great hitching location. $~30/mo., includes heat and hot water. 659-2896. 4/28 
Sublet May 1 - August 31 Apartment on carn-
pus. completely furnished and spacious. Single Hoom tor the sumrilCr starling .Jun<' Isl. 
~able8611-5688DaveorPaul4/28 $90 a month. Utilities includl'd . \all Felix 
Summer sublt;t jg Main sr Jun·e _- August .• 868-;)765. also aparlmPnt tor summer with 
own 8Pdroom renovated Ballrom circa 1890. opt ion tor the I all (studio t~·pe '- 4/28 
lots of windows - tropical paradise for plants Summer subll'l--I bedrom apt. 011 Main st .. 
~~;~1:~125.00 per person. Call !16!!-2!-144 Ask lor U1u·ham. Partly turnislwd. availabll' mid Mav. 
Summer Sublf-l in iJurh~l111--turnlshed. -1 bed- ~,~'.t~Ji1?.o;;~~ & elec. Call Melissa H68-H!!6'1 
room--ideal lor up lo :l people. living room: 
kitchen. sunn.v lg. balcony. Rent negotiable. 
Available m1d-Mav thru Labor Dav Call 868· 
2902. - . 
Summer Sublet - I bdrm ap-t on Main-SL Tn 
Durham. Heat and hot water included. Fur-
nished. Available May 15. Rent $180/month. 
Call Chervl or Terrv 868-7056. 4/28 
SUMMER SUBLET: Cul~- Apartn1enf -m 
Newmarket - 2 Bdrm .. Liv .. Kilchen. Bath: 
$2J'> i monlh plus elcc. Contact Chris or Steve. 
6S9-2467. 
3 hedroi>m-·- apt. furi1isf1ecf - flrePface-. 
bathroom. kitchen 1 1 ~ miles off-campus. 
$2'15.00 month inch1ding utilities. Call 868-
2129 Pets a!lowect May I Aug. 31. 4/28 . 
Largt' furnished 4 bt>droom house sublCCJOr-
summer. available May IS-Sept 1. gossible 
~ption tor fall $:l9o/month includes all util-
1t1es except (•lectnc washl'r and drver lo-
cated on Kar-van route 742-:!167. 4/28 -
Jusdor you! A >;pecial suh let-;me -rouTewi1i]: 
.led 111 a 2 bdrm. apt. localed in beautirur D-
town Nwmkt. Ideal location: on K-van . 
:route: p0ts welcomeo. all 1urn1shed. 
Couldn ·1 nsk for more-call fl!l!l-'162:l. 4/28 
Summ('r Sublet: c!C'an. 2 bedrooms. living-
ruom. kitdwn. hath . Jn J>urham. Coi1H1rx•rall'd 
laundrv and storag<• in bas<'llll'nl. parking. 
!'art1al!~· Iw·ni!-<lll'd. 2 or :J pPoplt'. Onl\' 
$220/ monl h int.iudl's heal & hot 11 at Pr. Call 
l'ind~· 1 rn:11 or Ch1·is 116(11 . 4/ 211 
Summ<'r sublet--:! room ! 1 IJt'droom i aJ>art-
' ment l'los<' to eampus in Durham. l'urn1shed 
$170/mo !llC'gotia!Jk1 &C'l<'l'tri('ilY_ Call Max 
or l'harli(' 8fi!l-:i7!1S. · 
Su111ml'r sub!C't: Mav JS-Aug. :JJ w/opt. lor 
fa!!. 2 hdrms. kilht'. Ii\'. rm. and bath. 
Ill min. w;llk lo T-Hall. H<'nl includes H<>al 
and hot waler. No p('ls--!l(i8-W62--ltenl. Nl'go. 
4/28 
Summer Sublet--l<'urnislwd apt. in Webster 
house. Kitchen. hath. Ja·rge Jivingroom. I 
bedroom. w/w carpeting. Need two p0ople 
Available June - Aug. Call Leslie !!62-3001. 
868-9810. 
~un~m-er ::>ublet-~Apt : tor relit 01r1d.1adburv 
~p~~·- .2 l?drm .. lurrnshcd. $200/mth. plus utiT-
1lll-S. sw1mmmg pool. Call Sandv or Liane at 
pre-paid elaa1 ad form ~-!ll!65 _or"-2:247g. 41,~8 -Summer Sublet--ln Durham. Main St.--One 
bedroom Apt.. bathroom. Jiving room and 
~~lchen. Call 868-5798 4/211 
TO UAD Al fOl-LOWI: ______ . _ -----------------
----------- -· - . ----··-------
nalT lNSl&TlON: $1.00 for IO wordt or~ S.60 for each l-~ "°'* a&n. 
E.ABH CO~UTIV! tNS&B:nOM.: 1.21 Maimilft llUlftbet of ruat: I. 
T•~ aumbeu. and • ._ eaant as w WOllll~ iryphnlfitd _.,. COUftt • two. 
Mit!Ut&d Ob CMtr JUU1 &Mrit OM llldttiol\11 .... 
Am l fiftel . : lO llUN TDllS. 
Apartment to sli6fcl t'or -suni-rner. Available 
June I.. 2 be~lrooms. Jiving room. anct kit-
chen. Five n:iiles from campus, Barrington. 
Pcat·el!-Jl._quiet surroundings. Rent $1887mo. 
plus ut1ht1es. Call alter IO p.m. during week 
af!d !'J_ny!1me O!J 1.l!~eke!Jds. 86!!-_5~,'!7,_i/2!1 _ 
Summer Sublet -small house with Janw lawn. 
manv trees. in Durham. 2 levels one bed-
rooni, llv. Kl. ~-:!UO/mont11 plus ut1!1t1es.· Call 
Nanl':V or Pat 8611-2'116. . 
Sammer Sublet1 May 15-August 30. N1cely 
furnished moaern apartment in Quiet 
building in Durham. Faculty or Grad 
Student Preferred. $195 plus eledric. 8611-
561l_i./.J~---------------' 
ApL OJI_ Woodman Rd. to ~·1hlel .Ju1w - AU". 
lf11lurn1slwd $101.:>o/mo indud<'s heat :11rc1 
dn_ (';i!! Binu:-- al 8t;H-!Vili2. 
Summer subiet-Apt. for rent. Olde Madbi1ry 
apts .. 2 bd_rm .. furnished. $200/mth. plus 
11liht1es. sw1mmmg pool. Call Sandv or Liane 
~I 868-lJ8.~5 or 2:J47§_. · -
1\j)t.-To -slitilef May-sep~ Bedrms-:-;-h:i th, 
J1vmgrm_ & Kitchen 3 mi. from campu:;. On 
Kari-Van Fully Furnished. Rent 
Reasonable. Call 659-2836 4/28 
suffime/§t't;!~t ~-·s~;-. -f~r~iti-ed apt in 
Webster House, Durham. Lge living rm .. 2 
bdrms w/w carpeting, kitchen. bath. 
sunroof. Available June-Aug. 31-. $320/ mon-' 
!he C(!)l M.<!ry. Carolyn 8~~-~862-2161. 4/211 
SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION. 
Apartment 5 miles from campus. 2 
bedrooms. living, bath. and kitchen . 
Avail@l_e M_ay_2Llql!J5~n_or Bo~868-2303. 
SUBLET: with fall option Olde Madbury La. 
-Apts. 2 bedroom. living, kitchen. bath. 
Swimming pool 200 .00 mo. 742-7497 
Summer Sublet w/ fall option. 3 beclroom 
fully furnished apt. $190 per month all 
utilities includerl 134 Washington St. Dover. 
Near everything. Scenic overlooks. Low 
Crime District 742-8296 
Summer Sublet. June I-Aug 31. 9 Woodman 
Roa-nDurham. Spacious 2 room apt. with full 
K1tcnen and bath. $200/mo. utiiities inducted. 
No pets. Call Sissie 1168-2766 
Apt for sub-Jet--2 bedroom. bath. kitchen in 
Dover for June & July --$50 per month Call 
742-8219 
Summer Sublet in Durham on Jenkins Court 
<across from theatre l. Excellent !coat ion! 
One large bedroom/living room/kit-
chen/Batli. Partially furnished. Heat in-
cluctect_ $200/month. Call 1168-9899. ask for 
Tracy. or 659-5189, for Jody. 
DOWN TOWN DURHAM Apartment for 
summer sublet. Opposife Keg Room. 2 
room apartment $I40 Price negotiable Con-
tact Pam 862-1150or Choke 1168-9792 
2 bectroom apt. with wall-to-wall carpeting. 
modern kitchen . Newmarket summer 
sublet. w/ option for fall. On Main st. great 
hitching. on K-van route. 659-5846 
Summer Sublet--Sunny apartment at Corner 
o( M.adbury & Garrison. Yard .. porch and 
parkmg. $175 mcludes all utJht1es except 
electricity. Call Sandy 868-2945 
Fall-Sept-May Own Bedroom available in 
house al 2 Strafford Ave. Durham. Share kit-
chen & Jivingroom. 143.00 mo. heat incl. Girls 
only. 8611-7274. Contact before May 19. 
Summer sublet, apt. in the Coops. available 
June I - Sept. 1 I-Bedroom, carpeting. kit-
chen. bath. partly furnished. $165/month 
plus electric. Contact Michele 868-9650 
SUMMER SUBLET: Fairfielrl Garctens, 
Dover. June & July only. Make us an offer. 
749-3077 or 742-8219 
Durham Summer Sublet. One room efficien-
$§'ci.ooNJ~~n~~~~~~i~'. ~~~Pseting. paneling . 
Summer rooms at AGR. singles anct doubles 
~fu~~~sonable rates. kitchen priveledges in-
Apt. for summer sublet. Semi-furnished, 
erect. not incl'd. Rent negot. Available May 
I5-August. Locatect 12 Jenldns Ct. Call Larry 
or Rieb at 868-9883 · 
Apt. to Sublet: Dover May 12-July 25 .w/ oP-
tion for fall. 3 bedrooms, full{ furnishei:l. 
Kari-van route. $190 month al utilities in-
cludect. 742-8296 after 5:30 ask for Jerry. Tom 
Miles 
SUMMER SUBLET FOR 6 PEOPLE: 21 
MAIN ST .. 4 BEDROOMS. 2 BATHS . 
FIREPLACE. W/W CARPETING. DISH-
WASHER. WASHING MACHINE. 
MODERN KITCHEN l<'ACILITIES. LIVING 
ROOM. VERY SPACIOUS $135 month incl. 
utilities. Avail. June l-Aug.31 Call Diane 116!!-
7458 
Apartment to sublet for summer. A vailabl£: 
June I. 2 beclrooms. living room. and kit-
chen. Five miles from campus. Barrington. 
Peaceful,_quiel surroundings. Rent $1887mo. 
plus ut1ht1es. Call after IO p.m. during week 
and anytime on weekends. 868-5334. 4/28 
Best apartment in Durham! Old Lancting 
Rd. 5 minute walk from campus. 3 males 
needed next fall. $89 rent/month. Call im-
mediately 2-2385 or 868-9731. ask for Will. 
Bags. Kevin. 4/28 ________ ~ 
Summer Sublet - Durham. two beorooms. 
kitchen. and lar~e Jivingroom. Partially lur-
c~niis-~1c6~~/2~ garage. Rent negotiable. 
summer Sublet: of<le Madbury T,aneApts .. 
p~er. Ren!.!J_~iable ~all 74~4169_,__:!f_?ll __ _ 
Sunny. spacious two-bedroom apartment for 
sublet June 1st lhru Sept 1st witfl Fall option. 
On Kari-van route. country setting. swim-
mi!_!g_QQOI. C~llZ1_2:§1~,_1L~- -- __ -· _ 
Summer Sublet Cresent House 37 Madbury 
Rel. 2 bedrm. living room ancl kitchen. fur-
nished. 4 people. 300/mo. plus elec. Call 
Becky or Mary Rm_ 2I7 868-9705. 2-2161. 
J.!JE.~:A"'_g_._!{_2_!!__ _______ __ ----- - -
COOPS Summer Sublet - 2 levels - living 
room - kitchen - bedroom with sun porch - fun 
bath - fireplace. Short walk to classes_ Call 
Sarah,J!fill-9852 or Janice 862-2605. 4/28 
su~;;;;;r· s·uwer-F'alropt!On~92.5o7mor:~h. 
Female needect for 4~erson. 2-bedroom apt. 
~1~ain St.. Apt. I. urham. Call 868-5024. 
To Sublet: 2 b~rlroom apt.. fully furnished, in 
Dover on Kan-van route. Available May 15 -
August 31. Includes pool and tennis courts 
Rent $170. Call 742-8235. Ask for Bob. Bruce: 
~-T~_rry. 4/28___________ _ __ _ 
Summer Sublet.'June 1 - Aug. 31. with option 
for fall 2 bedroom apt witli spacious living 
·room and sun deck. Main st. Newmarket. 
great hitching location. $210 per month. Call 
Mike: 659-2896 4/24 r · 
'summer sublet: sunny, three room unfur-
nished apartment 2 minute walk from down-
town Durham .. Lanze :vard. olentv of 
privacy Pets OK. No safety ·deposit Part 
of large house. May-Sept. <;:alfli68-M96. 4/25 
summer Sublet. I bedroom Aft. Furnished 
~~~ni;[~J~kitchen. 2 blocks rom campus: 
Apartm~nt for Summer Sublet; . FaiitaSt'k' 
location; next to "Jasons," Main St 
Durham. Very_ reasonable rent, 1 larg-e 
bedroom, 1 cozy Jivingroom, and kitchen. 
Call Kyle 8611-5618 4/.28 
Summer Sublet - Sunny, furnished apt. for, 
two1 perfect location in downtown Durham 
available May 14 to SeIJt I Rent negotiable'. 
~~~ J')~~cy 868-5190 O[ athy Room 31~ 868-
TO SUBLET -- Apt. in Durham. $lOJ/m0t1ir>. 
Ultimate location! call 868-7250 
s~mmer Subl~t May 14- A;g.- 3o- ~xcellent 
location corner Madbury and Ga.rrison Aves. 
5 min walk to T-Hall. Bdrm.-- hv!k1t , bath. 
porch. yard. parking. Sem1-furrnshed, 2-3 
Q_e_oplecall 868-$72941.2!1 _ 
SUBLET: Durham Webster House. Su1.n-y 
two bedroom, semifurnish~d kitchen, & 
livingroom . Four people $75.00 each. o . .vn 
sun aeck. Available May 15- Sept 1 Call 
Sharon or Maureen . 8611-9781 or Caryl 808-
9812 . 4/~25<--______ _ ~-~-
T~E NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY APRIL 28, 1978 
Chambermaids Wanted Saunders Bay Motel 
Apartments for rent May 15-:: Sept. lat Lam- R~e 11-B Laconia NH--. Good pay, on Lake 
bda Chi Alpha IO Madbury Rd . These are Wmne~~ukee ; Apply m person. or Contact 
apartments wf th livingroom kitchen and Howard Richards af Lamoda Chi Alpha 862-
private bath for 1 to 4 people'- call 862-1290. 1290 
4128 . . _L .... a~d~ie_s __ -=p=-a-r...,.t"""T==i-m-e"""'B=-a"""'rt,...e-n'd-er_s __ ....,S"e-e--t;;-hr:-:-:-o-ug=1h 
~u~mer Sub!et with F~ll OP.tJon . 2 bedrm , :tops Will Train $3.5o per hour plus tips. Baclc-
hving rm., kitchen, sw1mm111g pool. Olde Aft-Tavern 439-2920 for appointmen( 
Madbury Lane. Call 742-9489. 4/28 
SUPER Sµmmer Sublet! I or 2 bedrm, living PART-TIME JOB . Town of Durham s~ks 
rQorn_, k1tchen , bath . W9odman _Ave .,_ student to work up to 20 hou~ per we~k . 
J?µ_rham. 1..arge modern , new .. Kitchen Duties include all facets of mun1c1p~l.offlce 
11vmgr<?om , ~ath . $215/month (mc!udes \operations. Clerical skills and ab1hty t? 
· e\rerythmg l I or 2 people. Contact Zoe <Rm. !organize work necessary. Excellent oppor-
- 9) 868-9763 or Barb (rm. 219> ~-9726) •tunity to gain firsthand ~nowledge of 
4/28 . _ . _ _ _ i\nunicipal government. Applicant must be 
Apt. to sublet June-August 39 Main Sto eligible f9r Work-Study program. Apply at 
Durham . Four rooms , partly furnished Util- '!'own Offlce1 13 NewIT_larlCe~ Road. '.fhe Town 
ities included, rent negotial>le. Call 868-9814 cf Durhai;n 1s an Afflrmallve Action/Equal 
or 2-11_?.§ an1 ask for Ellen or Martha 4/?R Opportunity Employer. 
roommates 
Apt in Dover--Desperately need roommate 
to share sunny apt, two bedrooms, kitchen, 
dishwasherkhving room1 air conditioning, bathroom, ari-van Rome. Sublet with op-
tion for Fall Contact Laurelee.after 3 pm 742-
7035 
WANTED: 2 Roommates to share bedroom 
in 2 bedroom apartment May 15 - Aug 31. 
Inc: Liv. , Kitcllen, Bath Furnished. $18.50 
week Karen or Demse 868-9727 
female roommate wanted tor apt in 
Durham. Occupancy starting Sept. 1 thru 
May 31st. Call 008-2813 
HELP ! ! ! Lisa and Deb. need two summer 
roommates, Durham, three miles from 
campus on Newmarket Road, two floors, two 
bathrooms, $85/month each. We're easy to 
live with
1
. and des~rate! If you called 
before, p1ease call back--we' ll need two 
people after all ! 868-9776, 862-1789 
Female roommate wanted for apt in Dover 
on Kari Van Route. Own bedroom - Apt. 
furnished - call 749-3368 Evenings -
$125 / inon . 4/ 28 
Roomate Wanted--$75/ month Wall to Wall 
carpeting. partially furnished. obligation May- . 
Augus t 64 Ma in Street , Newmarket. 659-2061. 
4/ 2!1. 
SEX : Ma le/female roomma te wanted to 
share spacious 2 bedrm . apt. for summer. 
Excellent location in Durham--rent ~negoti­
able. Call 868-5506 keep trying. 4/ 28. 
Need Fmfe roommate to share apt. on 
Woodman Rd . $107.50/ mo includes heat and 
electricity. Responsible for lease from June 
to June. No Car . Call Binny at 868-966" 
Quiet, reserved, non-smoking male room-
mate needed for summer. ·May rent already 
paid. and can move in lift.er Jina!~ Pulaski 
Dr. Apt~;; Newmarket - on Kari-van route~ . 
uwn- oeuroom-,- liVifig-roorn , · oatn xrrener1. 
$80 per month plus electricity, Phone, calJ 
Bill li5Jl:3728. 4/28 -
Summer Sublet in Durham Wanted 2 Female 
roommates to share 3 bedroom apartment 
with 2 girls in Coops. Rent $68 ea/mo. in-
cludes everything. Call Liz or Connie at 
- 868-9834 or 2-2137. 4/ 28 
· .. Female roommate needect-· in Newmarket. 
May 1 - Sept. I. $100/mo. incl. everything. 
Own room. 1f interested call Connie 659-5882 
· 9~ Kate 742-709=3~. 4=/=28~~=---
In Durham - Need 3-4 roommates to share 
house at 13 Mill Rd. For summer only. 
$70/month includes utilities. Call between 
5-7. 868-2489. Great Location. 
Wanted: 1''emale Roommate for summer in 
studio apt. in Durham Partly furnished. 82.50 
per month. Contact Mary at 868-2166 
Wanted : female roommate for next year. 
Partly furnished studio apt. in Durham. 
82.50/month plus electricity Call Mary at 
868-~166 
Roomm-a....,t,...e_w_a_n.,...te-d,.../,---::0-w-n-roo-m-.,..in_a_s_e_v_e_n 
room half-house. Within one mile of campus. 
Includes spare bedroom, living room, dining 
room, kitcben, den.. Fully andlastefullY. fur-
nished. Large yard. $100 a month. Available 
May 15-Sept. 1. Call Scott, 868-5397 
help wanted 
CAMP COUNSELOR POSITIONS : Work · 
~~~~~~~:l~~~~gls ~~!eAnt~~~~~1~~r11 
children ages 6 to 12 years. Ex~rience with 
camp program~ arts & crafts, general . 
recreation . Job "Puns through summer. To 
apply contact: Shirley Gibson, Asst. Dir ., 
Portsmouth YWCA, 40 Merrimac St., Ports, 
436-0162 by May 15. 
WORK STUDY Students Need Summer 
work? The UNH Poultry Farm needs help. 
Maintenance and caring for stock--weekdays 
& weekends. Living quarters and kitchen 
available. Call John Dooge 862-1343 
. Slimmer work-study : 20-35 hours/week. May 
15-Sept. I, $3.00/hr. Office experience and 
familiarity with offfce machines requested. 
Min . 45 wpm. Duties: typing, filing1 tran-scribing tapes. answering telepnones, 
general office errands. See Phyllis Foxall. 
Marine Program Building, room 201. 4/28 
Help wanted: summer exployment. New res-
taurant in Portsmouth area. Exp. fry cook, 
§~~d p0~1c~.?g~}i,?.UI.~;,~all Portsmouth 436-
HelD...Wanted: Waterfranl .rlVP.Ctor f11r.-Tulv. 
: and August work study available, mm . age 
' 21: Please contact : Pa·m Van Wyck, 87. High 
St. Portland, Me 04101 c/o camping pro-
gram. 4/28 
Mother of 2 seeks child care and light house-
keeping for the summer in excliange for 
room and board. Flexible days and hours. 
Week-ends off. Beach near by. West 
Newbury, Mass. 617-363-5115 evenings. 4/ 28 
Student flying tf) Tampa or Sarasota soon 
wanted to accompany our delightful five 
year old son on the flight down wnere he will 
be met by grandparents . We 'll pay $10 for 
your help. call 664-5563. 4/28 
Wanted - Eligible work-study student to work 
> 15 <plus ) hours a week, <evenings & Sat-
urday ) as watchman at the Jaclcson Es-
tuarine Laboratory. Must have own transpor· 
talion. Be available to slarl work 13 May 1978. 
Contact Mr. Burnett . 2-2175. 
Waitress -nee·d-ed now- and .for summerat 
restaurant m Strawberry Banke. Call 436-
9641 ask for Biclor or stop by Victory Res-
taurant. State Str. Portsmouth. 4/ 28 
Rewarding exhausting summer with special 
needs ~hifclren : LincOln Hill. a residential 
education camp in Foxboro. seeks coun-
selors . Office : l4 Somerset St.. rm 106. 
~?~W~~7-~, :rn...Qa_~d-Fri . 4/ 2jl_ 
WANTED -WAITRESSES. WAITERS BAR-
TENDERS, FLOORMEN at the brothers 4. 
Call l-899-8671 for appoilment. 4/ 28 . 
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English conversa-
tion. No experience, degree. or Japanese re-
quired . Send long. stamped self addressed 
envelope for details. Japan-322. 411 W. Cen-
ter, Centralia, WA 98531 4(28 __ _ 
HeiP -Wante rl: c ustodial 1vorkers. · sccfinil 
shifi . 20 hours a week . $2..t2 per hour plus 
gratuities . Inquire Roger Selinger. New 
England Certer. Durham . N.H . 4/ 28 
woi-k"Stuciy Jobss-umnier 1918 <5/ 15·-_-9/5> 
Clerk-Receptionist in DCE Academic Advising, 
Brook House. Mon-Fri , 9 a .m. -5 p.m. Pay 
S2.75/ hr. Possible continuation rartime during 
fall semester. make application ;.~'mediately 
at Brook House or calf862-1548. 4/28 
PersonWanieifTcir _ c_ampground custodial 
work--salary plus campsite. Also pool and 
snack bar attendant--salary plus campsite. 
207-339-9630. 4/28 
ACTIVTSTS---we need hard-working. com-
mitted people. For canvassing. petitioning, 
and fund raising. Long hours. reasonabf P 
pay. Pienty of Job sat1slaetion . Call _The 
Grdllite State Alliant.'(' lOOll 627-44.39 Manchester! 
4/:!8 . 
"Wnnl lo Spt'ilcf-thissumm-ff sailing tfic; 
Caribbean'? Tlw P:il'itic? Eurorw? Cruising 
olht•r parts or the world · ahoarrl sailing or 
power yachts? Boat owners need crews! 
For free i11formalion. send a 1:3c stamp '° 
Skoko. Box 20855. Houston. Texas 11025·· 4/28 
Yacht Club Steward position open. Exper-
ienced in running small powerbOars desired. 
Place of employment is in Kittery, Me. 
Weekend work schedule. Ideal as second job. 
If interested, send brief resume to Philbrook 
box 3582 or call 2-1568. _______ _ 
servicP.s 
Pamung: Houses. outside or 111. cabi"ns , 
outhouses , Yurts. wllatever. Also portraits, 
landscapes. murals. whatever you want . 
Fourth year of independent contracting. 
Help a stucient this summer. Carol Lavoie 
659-3138 4/ 28 • 
HOUSE PAINTING: Call Mark Mueller at 
778-7562. Free estimates, experienced. 
SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR: Work Study 
Summer Job-YWCA Day Camp in 
Greenland, NH. Should have experience 
working with children of all ages. WSI 
requirea. To apply contact: Shirle>: Gibson, 
Asst. Dir., Portsmouth YWC~,; 40 Merrimac Shroom -- Lessons .. Cheap and most . 
St., Portsmouth, 436-ol62, by ooay 15. pleasing. Call 868-2905 for an awesome time. 
-TheS:T. 
ASSISTANT TEACHER: Work Study Sum-
mer Job-several positions in the YWCA TYPING of these. resu"mes, reports, corres-· 
Children'!Y Center day care program- . pondence. on IBM Correcting Selectric, 
Portsmouth. NH. Work with other teachers choice of style/pitch. by experienced busi-
in a licensed comprehensive day care cen- ness teacher/secretary. Fast, efficient. rea-
ler. Assist in planning and setting up the sonalbe, dependable. Call Diana Schuman 
Children's Center program and in carrying University Secretarial Associates. 742-4858. 
out daily activities and supervision of the 4/28 
children. Coursework and experience in "'Ra~c-q-ue-t,......,,S""tr....,i_n_g.,..in-g--=fo-r-.,-te_n_n"""'i_s_. -r-a-cq_u_e_t~b-a~ll. 
early childhood educ., elem. educ ., or squash. $8 to $10 for Tournament nylon 
related field, required. To aP-ply contact: Forest Hills, Head nylof!i Blue Star. Racquet 
Katharine Rowlings, Children s Center Dir., grips $3.50 IMMEDIATE SERVICE! Ken 
YWCA, 40 Merrimac Street,. Portsmouth , B_rewer, Lord 207, 2-1634. 4/28 
4
3
1-5775, by May 15· BASEBALL 2 yrs inferm-~raJ -exPerience 
Fuller Brush of New England Phone from . (never missed game> desperately need to be 
home to service our customers. Super ear- · drafted lo good summer league team 
nings! Choose your own hours. Call 742-2022 <Ieft/centerfielderl. Afternoon practice O.K. . 
4/28 . Please call Skip 749-3367 after 5 p.m. 4/28 
· Pamting - Interior and exterior, any special 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY-Person to do commission such as murals .. . landsca(!es. 
yard work, some painting and other portrails. References upon request. Profes-
cleaning duties. Call 862-1010 <lays; 868-2602 sional quality competitive f:rices . Help out a 
after 5 p.m. student. Carol Lavoie 659-3 38. 4/28 _ 
Student Hourly Position Announcement Typing: L~tters. Resunies~ T1'leses. 20 years 
Computer Services Computer Services is ~nence. Call 749-2~92.._4/W 
seeking a student worker for approximately -
20 hours per week (hours to be arranged) to wanted 
burst.._ decollate, and deliver computer out-
put. TO arrange an interview, please call 
Rick Stotler at 862-2323 
HAMPTON BEACH -- need full-time counter 
girls one block from beach. Minimum wage, 
but what do you expect. Contact Lee Ger-
stley 2-2195 day 659-3809 night · 
WANTED: Apartment or house w /in the 
Durham Area for four girls. Please contact 
Soph at 868~9725 or Alison at 868-9726 Thanks, 
any help will be greatly appreciated. 
classified 
ads 
Grateful Dead Tickets(s) wanted for 
anywhere on East Coast Tour. Will pay for 
ticket and offer you a ride. Please call Alden 
868-9883. The music never stops. 
Wanted--rirler lo share expenses on leisurely 
trip lo calif. --through Appalachian Mts .. 
Colorado, Southwest. Plan {o s~ay w/ friends 
or camp out along the way. Leavmg Apnl-May. 
Call Snelley 436-7652. 4/ 28 
PORTSMOUTH: f neecra sunlnier subleTiir 
even share apartment for sumn1er . Room -
mates leaving? Call .Jeff 436-~798. 4/28 
Single Apartment Wa-nted ·: For-sumn1e 1:1:u1d 
fall. Responsible male would like kitChen. 
living. bedroom. unfurnished. quiet. I11 Durham 
near campus; or on Kari-Van route. Reason-
ably priced. Call Dave. 868-9826. 4/ 28 · 
Grateful Dead ticket<s ) wanted for any-
where on East Coast tour. If you have a 
ticket for me I will (!ay for ticket and offer 
ride. Please call Alaen at 868-9883 until 10 
p.m . 4/28 
-vanted: one copy- of 1974 Granite. Reward 
offered. Please call 659-2018. 4/28 
Rider wanted to share driving to Tucson 
Arizona. Leaving on May 15 or 16. call 868-
7143 after 5 p.m. 4/28 
Wanted: IO speed bicycle. Need soon for bike 
trip. Please call Julie at 659-2336. 4/28 , 
WANTED APARTMENT IN N.Y.C. AND/OR 
F':lill\.CALLl DQOl\4.A'T'"I<' ia cth!lrP "l'"rtmPnt 
Reco::ntly employed by NY firm and need to 
find a nlace t.o live in Manbatten. Would con-
sider a Summer Sublet t09 in N.Y.C. Call 
Adria .'l~-2661 4/28 
lost&found 
LOST: A gold Jyre-shal)ed Alpha Chi Omega 
sister pin. Lost Monday mght (4/24) m 
vicinity of MUB, Hetzel or Aipha Cbi. Has 
great sentimental value. If found please con-
fact Debbie at 2-2401 or Alpha Chi at 2-1945. 
· LOST~· fine gold chain bracelet of great sen: 
· timental vaule. LARGE REWARD for 
return . Call Debby at 2-2172. 4/28 
LOST : Gold colored 1968 Charlottle C.I.T. 
Besbetdall watch . Reward for any informa-
tion. Please contact Kir:k 868-5495. 4/28 
~~~~~~~~e S~c7~dM~r~~fst.~~~e has mover! 
LosCWcifleLlnField -House l1eert ba cfly . 
has evcrvthing I own . Return to 659·2084 or 
Firld House Locker Room . B.F . 4/28 
Lost : 12/7 /77 <fi rst snow storm l a small gold 
crest 'ring with date and initials inside. 
Vicinity Ham-Smith. NHH, Stillings. Scott, 
:Jreat Sentimental value. Large reward. 
Please call 868-2885. 4/28 
personals 
$30.00 REWARD offered for information 
leading to the apprehension of person or per-
sons responsible for damaging new light blue 
Honda, Saturday evening~ .;\pril 22 l>etween 
the hours of 7 and 11 :45 P.M. while parked in 
<'P.nter lane of Lot C <lower level narking for 
MUB>. Resident of Durham P.O. Box 46 
Durham; N.H. 038:.!4 · 
YO SWAMP-DWELLER! WHAT SHALL 
WE NAME IT? Kidding . Kiddo, 
Congratulations on graduations. Love, K.A. 
(36-24-36) . 
To all the people who helped make my 
sophomore year my best one yet-Anne Deb 
D., Debs., Eugene, Jana, Leo, Peggy, Perry 
and Scott. I love you all. Do it up this sum-
mer but save a little for next year. Love, 
Karen 
Diana, oh · friend ol' buddy pal and con-. 
fidan!P./. You do have fri1mrls PvP.n thoul!h 
you're leaving them here. I hope you'll have 
fun down there in Virginia. I'll miss-you, Di! 
Love, Brick 4/28 
Since you two have lived in Sawyer for so 
long: they nave cfecicfed" tQ rename it in your 
honor. They'll use Tommy's name and send 
the bill to you, Scrib ! Even though you guys 
are deserhng UNH congratulations and good 
luck! From Two passing acquaintan-
ces . .. P .S. We didn't write the last one and we 
didn't write this one either! 
The SENIORS of ALPHA Xl DELTA. 'would 
like to thank <? > the underclassmen for the 
roast and banquet festivities and 
ceremonies. We're going to miss you , and we 
wish you good luck. Even though we're 
leaving - thanks to you - AZ and our AZ MOM 
(111>t c ''"' space) are the greatest! Keep that 
''Zoo'" keeper busy. all ' ,11 0 11 mild a111! crnz v 
tlii11;s. ·We fovP. va. frOM the seniors! 
::rary Langer: I hope your ed1torslup 1s as · 
C1JdactJC. attenuating. and ex~cerbating. ai; 
you dream it lo be. 
To the Brothers of PIKE: Glad your party 
last Friday was a success. That proves 
PIKE is this campus's "party people." 
Congratulations and how stupid of us! ! 
The Brothers & Boarders of PHI MU DELTA. 
4/28 _ _ _______ ~·---~ 
Hi Bunny! These last six months have been 
excellent and filled with tons of great 
memories, Florida. Rockport. weekend at 
Alton, times in Reading, ... Tonight shoufd be 
another excellenf tim~ . I' m p§YChed ! Well 
kiddo thanks for all the great limes and HaQ-
PY Anniversary. Love ya, Globin 
Straussie, Jana, Ebbie Kath-to tell you the 
truth I don't think I could've made it tbrough 
this year w/out you guys. You are all very 
special. Perry, thanx for the muscles. I'll 
miss you guys <on the 1st floor> a lot next 
year. Love you all . K. T. <That goes for you 
Attila & Bill too> 
PEG : Maybe we'll write a book together 
someday, fit only for institutionalized peo(!le 
no doubt! Thanks for all the talks and laughs 
at 3:00 in the morning, always. Love much, 
K.T. 
Kare:Anne Fanne--guess you know what our 
friendships mean to me. Ilove you both 1 •• 
than I can say. And remember, "When 
you're running around on the outside of an 
msane society. the healthiest thing you can 
do is Laugh." Catherine M.P.T. 
DOOBIE--You've saved my life time and 
again, right hand man. You've brightened up 
my dav when it'd totally eclipsed. Disco, 
Doobie"'? Cheers and Screams. Klondike An-
nie 
Catherine Mary Poo .-- It's been excellent 
and you're excellent and I love you. Go for it 
this summer. Love, Karen 4/28 
ALOHA TALL TURKEY: You've ruined my 
econ record, My "A" with Floodpants. 
What's next? But ah soo nice! Then again I 
lie alot. Gobble Gobble. 4/2il 
Attention all alleged BEERDRINKERS; Get 
~n~'lfJat~ ! t~s ;J~~~es At bli~~~ih ! C~~~ 
Springfest, fuesday May 2nd. Across from 
Scorps. 4/28 . 
Suck down some beers at Lambda Chi's 
Springfest, Tuesday May 2. Go nuts! Across 
. from Scorps. 4i21! 
D .M.--761 has been wicked excellent . 
Without you, math will be NFG. Even though 
this must be "terminal" and the summer 
soon approaches I never can say goodbye- · 
J.O. 4/28 
Dear D.S . Happy belated birthday--Get 
ready to play some tennis this summer--
OK'?Love, from the Jong Jost Hitchcock 
dweller. 4/28 
Diane Arute How much did you eat today? 
Debbie--The last two weekends have been 
the best. Get psyched for many more good 
times this summer, and don't forget our 
sunrise serenade at Hamrton Beacfi in the 
Hood Truck. Pick you up a 3 a .m . Bob. 
Harpy Birthday <4/25) Ebba! Enjoy your 
las year as a teenager. Love, Lanneau. 
KIDDO, "SNAP" Got Blasted--Now 1or a 
:-ide. For you I'll make it four centuries--How 
many minutes is that??Life is a stage and 
I'm a half-assed Romeo " SNAP" Know 
What I mean?! 
To the little bun , Thanks, bud, for a great 
year . I'll never forget FTX, Maurice. 
pigging out and you! Thank you for being a 
friend , you're T .B. ! Love your No. 1 dumb 
bunny. 
Mush--Heard you left your shoe in College 
Woods. Suggest you learn how to walk.-Tfie 
Bobbsev T\\'.ins. 4/28 - i nn 
A seminar on ECKANKAR. the Path of Total 
Awareness, presented by the Southeast NH 
Satsangs Free Morning session April 29 10:00 
to 12:00 Noon. Two movies will be show.n .. 
"ECKANKAR. A Way of Life," and "People 
of ECK. " Afternoon session 1 : 30-4: 30 $2. 00 
for non-members. Children ' s Room 
available 1:30 - 4:30 for children 3 to 8 
Unitarian Church. Elm St., Exeter, NH 
ECKANKAR is an individual path to self 
and God-realization where one proves fo1 
himself the preservation of the individual 
'.hroughout eternity . The ECK is the audible 
ife force that we Ciln hear as sound and 11ee 
as light. ECKANKAR is a teaching wh1cl 
'eiids to total conscwusnes s and tota 
·esponsibility. 
To the best R.A. staff on campus--Don 't 
forget all our Tuesday night feasts and all 
the work we got done. It was a lot of hard 
work and a Jot of fun. You made this year 
terrific . Looking forward to our Jasth well 
maybe not the fast , pigout on May 7l . I'll 
miss you all -babupp, babupp. babupp 
Trash for Treasures Students for Recycling 
is sponsoring a newspaper/bottle drive April 
29. The more you recycle the better your 
chances for winning. Start Collecting. 
TAG SALE- May 4th 18 Monroe St. Dover, 
next to A&P parking lot. 3 years of college 
furnishings-couch, chairs, lamps. tables, 
curtains, lcitchen utensils, dishes, pots, etc. 
Great for people moving into a new apt. 
;t~~:tker~~~~r~0 f~~n$a~~e~~d'#aHs0 ~n~ 
Friday 21. You can keep the camera but 
please return film to me by leaving at 
Engelhardt 107. Absolutely no questions 
asked. Thank you. 
Hi Honey! Happy 19th! Pass those finals and 
get psyched for summer! Love you! CUTIE 
1-C Williamson you gu'{s are the greatest! 
Rave a super summer. I'll miss you·! 1 'm 
psyched. 
Mr. Miller Founder's Day was a forgetful 
event and a rather expensive one at that. 
And yes, April fools was lots of fun . The 
chauffeur driven evening was elegant; the 
spring P.D. was a rude awakening. But. this 
weekend ... this weekend will be the very best 
of all! Good luck in torlay's races and get 
psyched for tomorrow! 
To my Chi O Sisters Suddenly I'm a senior 
and it's time to go. How much I will miss you 
all. Many thanks for a fabulous three years
1 many fond memories, and the most specia 
friends I have ever known. Much Love, the 
affiliate from Mu BETA. 4/28 
SWINGLES! ! This is it! Let's get with the 
program. I've been waiting. but you mhilifl<ise 
your memoerships if we don 't have a 1ma1 
blast in Durham. Alumni applications are 
ready as true swingles never die. we just fill 
up, & out, elsewhere. love. President - K 
J.W.: Go Nuts! You may be all talk and no 
action, but you'll do. We're gonna be all over 
you, Watch out! K & L 
To the lovable California girls of Jessie Dee 
What a good time it was raising hel1"1n 
Boston. super food, great dancing. and some 
of that great chico charm. But Beanie, 
Travolta, Beer, and wed. nights certainly 
made this semester fly b_y. We love kou and 
~~~ fu~sucl~· k~/ G, ahas Robert edford 
NICK, NUNZ & Nanc--Please no tears these 
next weeks. You 're better than the cats 
pajamas & even rank up there with mocha 
chip icecream. We will write & always be 
close,:... no matter where we enrl up ... And 
SOM~DAY, we will get that pose down. 
Thanks-ILY--The Big V. 
Doc: Life just wouldn't be the same without 
you. Let's strive for those adventures this 
summer and "Pudding" will be ours. Keen. 
your spirits up thru finals. My love always 
and all ways -- Marty ~ · · 
DONNY-WOO-WOO, we can't wait for 
tommorrow! ! ! ttopetuuy. you ·u JOoK oetter 
than you did today. 
l\!ARGO-A-GO-GO CHARRON You no 
Jr nger qualify for president of the swingles 
.uo ! So--Sorry ! 
To S(!arkie am> the Gang: The B~· Lou. the 
Bug Lady.I. Jazz's Mom, Curly . Nrinmy 
Noo, the Hackgammon Team. T e Paper-
boy. The SkiBug, the San Diego Bum. The 
Colorado Cowboy. the Mad-liboer. the Crew 
Kid. lhe Haffenreffer Puzzler1 the F.A.D.C. Hostess. the Candy Man. ana the Friendly 
Visitor. After .four Jong years of roof-silting. 
tube riding. apartmenf living and fun living. 
we want to say "See ya!" 
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MARGO-A-GO-GO CHARRON! You know 
longer qualify for president of the swingles 
club!!! So. sorry However you've been 
nominated for president of the wacketball 
club. 
DIANE ARUTE How much food did you eat 
today??? Meet us at the Dairy Bar at 4:00 
p .m. and don' t forget your pickmg utensil. 
CINDY KEAVENY , president of AZ : 
" CUPIDS SPELL must really be sweet. for, 
when I looked in Tom's Window, [saw FOUR 
feet! " Love. the FBI Foot Spy. 
To : Bill. Dennis. Bruce. Roger, Heidi. Sy!. 
Murph. Lou, Heather and Pat. .. Be good, 
have a great summer. and;m ex.cellenlMxL 
year. Thats non-negolTable. Love, Mira 
Bassi ·· - - · · · · · · 
To the BI Babies and friends - Loads of 
memories to carry us through unem-
ployment--from the Blizzard Fesfival to af-
ternoons at the libhary spent on the roof. Get 
P!~~:kt~ ~)fJe t ose memories in the next 
To the budding potter of Durham -
Congratulations on your pick-up of 1936 and 
Besf of luck in all your future endeavors. S-
House. D-2 
Get High on Hot Air.: Balloon Rides -- '50.00/2 
people? 1 ~ hour. April 29th & 30th only. Leave 
note with phone number and name in M.B.A. 
mailboxes. 4th floor W.S.B.E. for Chris 
Merrill 
Little Teddy Bear. Who would have believed 
it? From vicious circles to Bedroom eyes. 
~si~gTi~~n;rlgere)~sT~~~~ai~r f h~e&1Esi 
year of my life! To my only number--Happy 
First (of many> Anniversary. Love. your 
Sniffly Teddy Bear. 
Mark : This is it kid. Thank-you for the new 
me. and all the time you gave up for me. You 
can go far away. but you ' ll always be with 
me. 1'm losing a special person--but I've 
gained loo mucb to be sad. Love. Mel 
To the 9th: Every inrlivirlual has a place to 
fill in the world. and is important m some 
respect whether he chooses to be so or not. 
Have a good summer. Love, JM. 
Nagasaki Penthouse:The purpose of life is 
not to be happy , but to matter. to be produc-
tive, to be useful , to have it make a differen-
ce that you lived at all. I like the way you say 
that. Thanx, and take care. Love. Myra 
Harle. Hope you find your elusive butterfly. 
Let me know how things go . Neil 
Happy Graduation to all my "graduating 
friends" Ronny & Donny 0 . Alicia . Melinda. 
Debbie. Lisa. Cookie. K1mbo , Janice. Jamie. 
Jill , Ron L., Jeff G., Dave M .. etc. With 
s~cial " go nuts" wishes to those above who 
' mad dogged" it this year! Miss you ! Love. 
Lee 
To the residents of 1st floor Devine! Just 
wantea to say that you guys have been great. 
Thanks for making my senior year 
challenging. exciting and Fun-Sure there 
have been times but thats the fun part - <I 
think> - Take Care - Follow your conscience 
Beth 
Ann--Here's to physiology Jabs. coleoptiles. 
"exploding" cigar boxes. sneaking to the 
Dairy Bar. morphology labs <groan>. Jong 
talks and a lasting friendship. Remember 
you can do or be anything you want , but keep 
111 mind that unicorns should not attempt 
somersaults. Keep away from steep cliffs. 
With Love. G. 
To my favorite lawyers-to-be MOC and MH: 
Congratulations on the long awaited accep-
tances. Before the crunch next fall prepare 
for plenty of mental relief - beach. Chablis1 
. trips t.!) Boston and summer weekena 
_ . ~arousing. S. 4/25 
Oliver Haskell or D.D. : Let's toast to disco. 
Kahlua. slow dances. Mateus. May 4 and 18 
and more ... Good Luck next fall and Forget-
me-not. Love. F.F. -
Janet. Meryl S., Billy T .. Jennifer F . Wayne 
PT et al. Devine Slaff & <Lou> - Mike M. 
Suzie H. Gary L Nick N. JJ Cathy J . Jimmy 
McMahon etc. Thanks for a great 4 years. 
Love Beth 
Sue. Gini , Donna. Cindy. Zoe. & Peg: Thanks 
so much for everything this year-the mid-
night popcorn pigouts, the Cape Cod visit. 
jogging. writing lo M & M's, raisinfields. 
'Jammin." ski mg. and especially laughing. 
Have a groovy 1978-79 and write. l'U miss 
you guys. It's just you and me Zoe baby. 
Love. Laura 
Theo, So this is it! For the first time in my 
life you're not going-to be around when 1 
need a shoulder fo cry on or a little help on an 
English paper. I will definitely miss you sis 
and yes, I will watch out for your 4th floor 
love . Much Jove always. Mabel 
B.G. says Goodbye. It's been interesting 
thanks lo: The three Musketeers. Randa If. 
3B, other friends, girls and beer. Back to the 
beach now but look for my statement in the 
book. --Bob 
tlruce, lt1ch, and Shawn - any ume you want 
a J1.m tt.nie· al thP h~;ich we're uo ·,.,,r ;C~ · 
dere 's to second semester m<>miors . We Jove 
ll. 4/2ti . 
AJ{MY ROT(' Cad<•ts. Dori"°! t(JJ"~l'l l11P Spring 
'~.ienit on Apr. :10 HJ7il at Maill>urv Fi'i.;td. 
l:f:<xr - 1:-oo.-Rain· date May 2. 1978. Shuttle 
va111rom ow10111g el'ery 1; hour t1•1tirJ-l ::lll. 
Bring Sports equipml'nl . 
Tlw biggt·st l>lasl ever at l l'.\IH w t The 
Shane Champaym' Band TONrn;' al Phi 
:\Ju Della - Sec• you there- 4/ 2:i 
GO NUTS with an orange ball. Get onP tm· 
~·our ea!· a11trnna _. CB antenna. pencil 01· 
lor a lnend. A1·;11Jahl<• 111 thl' !\l( :B. Onh· 
a nil'kll' . · 
To thc> !<>Hardt floor z Ho~· ~ . lllalH1lah . 
hlah -blah. From your laninlt' girls -I :!8 
Annual Flea l\larkd April :!!II h f<'or!'st Park 
Apts. Ott l'ollc•gc• Hd .. Durham. 10 a .m. · :; p.111. 
SonH'lhinµ tor e1· er~·om•. -t ·:2H • · 
Gretzh can't wait to see you this summer 
and s ow my appreciation! Let's hit some 
bars and have us a good old time. HAPPY 
ANNIVERSARY! HAPPY2I! Love.Judith. 
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. ON lJIE LINC.. 
/ 
STA y IN ou·RHAM 
FOR THE SUMMER 
THE TOWN OF DURHAM IS SEE.KING 
ELIGIBLE WORK-STUDY STUDENTS FOR · 
FULL-liME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. MINIMUM 
OF 40 HOURS PER WEEK. MUST BE 
AVAILABLE THROUGH lABOR DAY. DUTIES 
INCLUDE HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE PARK 
MAINTENANCE AND OTHER RELATED 
PUBLIC WORKS ,MAINTENAN.CE AND 
CONSTRUCTION DUTIES. Applicants must 
be 18 YEARS OF AGE AND IN GOOD 
PHYSICAL CONDITION. APPLY DURHAM 
TOWN OFFICE, 13 NEWMARKET ROAD .. 1 
DEADLINE: MAY 5, 1978. 
Fri-Sat: Bill Staines and Elaine Siher 
Sunday: First Impulse (iazz-rock) 
Coming June 2-3 
by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds 
WELL, lf 1306BY WANf7 
i"O SI Hr, Wt'l I .IU7.f -
LEI HIM 7LEEF' 1~KOUGH 
~ \S NEXf PERlDP CLA77, 
100. Cl AKA, VID YOU 
HAVt A QUf?l\ON 









continued from page 3 
recognized;' as a person who has 
been involved in many aspects of 
the University, and not just 
"feminist issues. Walsh said she 
felt a "sense of obligation" to 
continue what she sees as her ac-
tive role in University-related 
issues. 
She said the most important 
aspect of her work as a student 
was "relating to students" and 
trying to sympathize with their 
needs. 
Marie Cartier, a member of the 
Women's Center, said she hopes 
the dinner will focus more atten-
tion on the group, including the 
need for male input. 
Cartier said she felt that the 
Women's Center had received 
"bad press," as well as being 
misund<>rstood by studonts mulo 
and f emale--as to the role of the 
Women's Center. 
"We don't want to exclude 
anyone,'' she said last night. 
"What we want," Cartier said, 
"is equality and liberation of both 
sexes." · 
Cappel said what she wanted to 
emphasize was that "a handful of 
women is a powerful thing.'' 
Cappel emphasized the many 
services which the Women's Cen-
ter gears toward men, such as 
consciousness-raising groups, 
and her hope to have a speaker 
next semester on men's 
liberation. 
As one member said: "Men 




continued from page.49 -
Bowes .. seenis optimistic about 
next year, although he .won't 
make any predictions. "The 
potential is there, especially with 
the defense," he explained. 
In addition to the many players 
competing for starting positions, 
there have been impressive per-
formances from the veterans. 
"Bill Logue (defensive tackle), 
Greg Donahue (inside 
linebacker), Dave Kelly (off en-
sive tackle) and Phil Hamilton 
(offensive guard), they've all 
played their usual good football," 
continued Bowes, "and center 




continued from page 20 
-:wmiams allowed only one hit 
through the first four innings of 
the game. He . fanned three 
UMaine hitters. 
Despite making three errors in 
the game, the UNH defense was 
strong when it had to be, saving 
the game for. Williams. Five 
Black Bears reached base in the 
second inning, but the Wildcat 
infield cut down a runner at 
second base three times to escape 
unblemished. 
Third baseman O'Hearn made 
the defensive play of the game 
in the sixth on a sharp grounder 
down the line off the bat of 
LaFlamme. Playing wide of the 
base, O'Hearn dove to his -left to 
make the stop. He managed to 
_right himself and make the throw 
· to first baseman Wholley in time 
. to .catch LaFlamme one step off 
the bag. 
UNH's - designated hitter Jim 
MacDonald had the game-
winniIJg RBI in the bottom of the 
same inning when Gowen scored 
from first base on MacDonald's 
single to center. 
The Cats, now 5-3 in conference 
play, have four games remaining 
in the season, all of which are 
non-conference. Deoe.nding on 
. the results of other upcoming 
Yankee Conference games, UNH 
could win the conference title for 
the first time since 195fl 
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Softballers beat, then tie CConn 
By Dina Engalichev 
Five seemed to be the magic 
number for the women's softball 
team yesterday. Five-:run rallies 
late in both games oftheir twin 
bill at Central Connecticut gave 
the Cats a win in the first game 
and a tie in the nightcap. 
With yesterday's games and 
tne split or a ooublebeader wllh 
Plymouth last Tuesday, the soft-
ball team heads into the final 
two games of its sophomore. 
season with a 6-4-1 record. 
The women close out their 
season Saturday with a trip to the 
University of Maine for a 
doubleheader. 
A 5-5 tie at the end of regulation 
play in the first game yesterday 
forced the game into extra i~­
nings. 
In the eighth · inning center . 
fielder Kim Ashton reached first 
base on an error and left fielder 
Donna Couture walked to set the 
stage for UNH's rally. A series of 
·hits from infielders Laurie 
Lagasse, Patty Foster, and 
Colleen Bean drove in four runs. 
First baseman Foster scored the 
fifth run on a passed ball making 
the final score 10-5. 
"Central Connecticut is a good 
young team," said UNH coach 
Laurel Milos. "It was their youth-
ful inexperience that gave us the 
win. We started hitting and they 
got rattled." 
'i'he prospects didn't look good 
for UNH jn the seventh inning of 
the second game. The Cats were 
down 5-0 as the result of Central 
·Connecticut's five-run fifth in-
ning rally. 
Co-captain Maryellen Smith, 
who went three-for-three at the 
·plate in the game, started the hit-
. ting. The Central Connecticut 
pitcher gave up two free bases on 
a walk and a hit batsman and 
shortstop Patti Bohner and third 
baseman Lagasse followed with 
hits b> tie the game at 5-5. 
Darkness forced a halt to the 
proceedings after the seventh 
inning. 
''Our defense looked good 
today," said Milos. "(Pitcher) 
Diane Delisle was having control 
problems again, and, if not for 
the sharp defensive play, we 
would have been down by more 
than we were in the second 
game." 
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TrackwoIDen finish 7 -2 
The regular season is over now for the UNH women's spring 
track team. In its first year of existence, the squad compiled a 7-2 
record. 
"We only lost to UMass and Springfield,'' said UNH coach Jean 
Roberts after her team had fallen to the Chiefs, 84-43 on Tuesday. 
"And those came on the first and last meets of the season. I think 
next year we'll be able to compete well with those teams." 
The Wildcats will compete in the New England Championships 
at Springfield on Saturday, May 13. 
In Tuesday's meet, UNH only won five of 15 events but the team · 
broke five school records. 
Maureen Carter broke the one mile record and won the event 
with a time of 5: 10.3. Betsy Harris set a new mark in winning the 
440 with a 58.4 time. 
The one mile relay team's 4: 16. 7 was also good enough to break 
a record and win the event and gymnast ,Linda Schneider 
gracefully made the transition from one season to the other, win-
ning the two mile and setting a record at 11: 55.5. 
Mary Ellen Letvinchuk took the other first place in the 100. 
· meter hurdle and Carter set the other record in the 880 with a time 
of 2:22.9. 
Gridders to play in 
scriinage to~orrow 
By Pete Hearne "and Buddy Dowd, a transfer• 
Springfield runs over trackmen 
The annual Blue-White Spring from Boston College, has 
football game is slated for to- unlimited potential as a 
morrow but the format of the ~inebacker. 
::ontest ~ill be a little different Bowes also had praise for the 
this year. The game, which tailbacks, who have the awesome 
~limaxes four weeks of practice, responsibility of trying to fill the 
will be an intrasquad scrimmage shoes of Bill .. Burnham. Im-
between the defensive and offen- provement is what the coaches 
:;ive teams. In past years, the en- have primarily been looking for, 
tire squad has been divided into especially among the younger, 
two separate teams. less-experienced players. 
The reason for the change is an Overall, however, the spring 
excess of injuries. "We're very workouts have not been too en-
;;;hort on defensive ends and out- couraging. "We had hoped for 
;;;ide linebackers," said head much more consistency by this 
football coach Bill Bowes yester- time,'' continued Bowes, 
1 
day, "including sophomore D<?ug "especially with the offense. 
';ray, who's been out all sprmg There have been too many turn-
with a hernia." overs." 
· There have been both good and Along with the lack of ex-
bad aspects to the spring practice '.>erience, another possible reason 
sessions according 'to Bowes. ·or the inconsistency is the 6 a.m. 
"We've been really pleased with t>ractice time, which is due to 
the improvement of quarterb~ck jemands for playing fields. 
Denis Stevens and defensive 
tackle Tom Vasta," said Bowes, FOOTBALL, page 18 
It is a rare occas10n when a 
t. !am is as -p_sy_ched for a meet as 
Springfield College was Tuesda~. 
The Chiefs had just come off their 
biggest win in history, beating 
Southern Connecticut, reigning 
Easterns champs; and snapping 
that team's streak of 53 dual meet 
wins in a row. 
"They were a much, much bet-
ter team than we went against 
last year," said UNH coach John 
Copeland. Last year, the two 
teams had battled to a tie. This 
year was an entirely different 
story, however, as the Chiefs 
trounced the Wildcats 99-84, with 
Bentley College trailing in the 
meet with 9. The Cats finish their 
dual meet season with a 4-2 
record. 
''I was frustrated going into the 
meet,'' said Copeland. "We didn't 
have the opportunity to train 
enough, and-fthought the lack of 
work and of general team en-
thusiasm would hurt us." 
"But," he said looking at the 
results. "I have renewed faith." 
That enthiisfasm didn't seem lost 
in the first event, as Lou Porazzo 
(185'10") and Ken Campbell 
( 184'7") went one-two in the 
hammer, both personal bests. 
Junior John Demers duplicated 
his UMaine performance with 
wins in the 440 (49.2), 220 (22.2), a 
leg on the winning 440 relay (43.1) 
and a strong anchor leg on the 
mile relay (48.9). That race 
featured the "ironman" making 
up a 30-yard Springfield lead for 
the win. 
UNH's Chet Davis made ·his 
·first height ever in competition, 
winning the pole vault with a leap 
of 14 feet. 
Senior ~~r_k Chase, in the last 
meet of ms intercollegiate 
career, missed the UNH school 
record by three inches winning 
the discus with a heave of 147 
feet. Chase also won the shot, 
throwing 46'11'' . 
Junior Gary Crossan ran away 
from Springfield's W.F. Newh~ll 
with 5 laps to go to take the 3 mile 
in 14:13.6. 
Chip Wood edged Springfield's 
Harry Brown in the high jump 
on fewer misses, as both cleared 
6' 4114 ", the New England qualify-
ing height. 
Though the Cat~ won mo ... 
events 00-8), Springfield's 
strength was in their depth. They 
picked up twelve seconds to 
UNH'sfour. 
. , ....................................•................. , 
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Conserve Energy&. Money 
.Use the KARI-VAN- It makes $ense 
Byy a1429 Summer Semester Pass 
FREE DORM ROOM 
FOR THE SUMMER 
IN EXCHANGE FOR 10 HOURS OF 
WORK FOR Off-Campus Housing 
Office; . working hours 
can be arranged. 
INTERESTED? 
for details & applications 
come to the Commuter Lounge 
Tuesday, May 2 between 
1 :00-3:00 p.m. 
or call Student Government Office 
by Monday, May 1; 
2-1494; ask for Sarah or Roz 
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Cats sweep pair: 
take YC lead 
By Tom Lynch 
How does a basebalrteam with 
a .300 record sud_denly vault into 
the lead of the Yankee Conf eren-
- ence? One way is to sweep a 
doubleheader from one of the 
strongest teams in New England. 
That's exactly what the UNH 
baseball Wildcats did Wednes-
day, as they shut UMaine out 
twice, 3-0 and 2-0. 
The Cats next play a double-
header tomorrow afternoon at 
Holy Cross. 
The story of both of Wednes-
day's games was pitching. UNH 
co-captain Steve Wholley surren-
dered only five hits to the usually 
potent Maine offense in the first 
game. He was followed by Terry 
Williams's three-hitter in the 
~""onn 
In the first game, the Cats 
scored all the runs they needed 
in a two-out rally in the first in-
ning. After Maine pitcher Jon 
Tomshick struck out the first two 
UNH batters, Wholley was the 
beneficiary of a two-base 
throwing error by Maine third 
baseman Pete LaFlamme. 
UNH second baseman Greg 
Jablonski drove Wholley in with 
what proved to be the winning 
run on a ground ball single into 
center field. Third baseman 
Mark O'Hearn singled to left, 
moving Jablonski to third. Jeff 
Whittey brought Jablonski in 
with the third ~ingle in a row. 
O'Hearn was caught between 
second and third by LaFlamme 
on the relay throw to end the 
inning. 
O'Hearn picked up an RBI in 
the fifth when he drove in left 
fielder Tim Gowen with the Cats' 
third run. Gowen had reached 
base with a double to left. 
"I thought we played great 
today," said Wholley, who upped 
his record to 3-2 with the shutout. 
. "The pitching has been good all 
along, but it was ·the defense that 
had been screwing us up. Today, 
though, we had a great defensive 
effort." 
Williams (now 2-2) got off to a 
shakey start m the secona game, 
walking four batters in the first 
three innings. "I was wild in the 
beginning of the game," he said, 
"but the great defense bailed me 
out." 
Except for Williams's wild-
ness, the second game was the 
textbook definition of a pitchers' 
duel. Maine's Kevin Buckley 
struck out two while walking one 
. in his six-hit performance. 
; SWEEP, page 18 
UNH's Kathy Sanborn scored three goals to help pace the 
women's lacrosse team to an 8-4 win over Harvard. The Cats 
remain unbeaten on the season. (Lee Hunsaker photo) 
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UNH designated hitter Jim MacDonald dives back to first base on a pick-off attempt by Maine 
'pitcher Kevin Buckley during the second game of Wednesday's doubleheader. The Cats won 
both ends of the twin bill on shutout performances by Steve Wholley and Terry Williams. 
(George Newton photo) 
Laxwomen pull out win, 8-4 
By Lee Hunsaker field at will, though they never 
Things weren't going well for I could finish off a scoring drive· 
UNH's women's lacrosse team because of UNH's tight checking 
yesterday. Donna O'Brien had around its net and of the play of 
left the game at the end of the first goalie Suzanne Roussea. 
half with what is suspected to Wildcat Carol Berry was off 
be a broken finger. her game, so at halftime, Rilling 
Midway through the second decided to use Berry as a decoy. 
half, UNH lost the services of "Usually Carol could catch 
Hope Mauren who sustained a anything that came near her,'' 
cut on ·the head minutes after said Rilling, ''but today she 
Harvard tied the score at 4-4. couldn't. So, I told the offense to 
It was only on the second half not pass to Carol--she would be 
shooting of Gaby Haroules, there t.o pull her man out and do 
whose goal at 14:30 of the second defensive work. Then I told 
half won the game, and Kathy Kathy, Beth (Wheatley) (.lnd 
Sanborn, who scored three goals Willy (Willis) to do it between 
in five minutes, that the Wildcats themselves and they did." 
were able to win the game, 8-4. It worked, but it wasn't easy. 
"We hadn't expected them to The game was plagued 
be this good,'' said UNH coach throughout with unusually rough 
Jean Rilling after the contest. play. Players on both sides took 
"Then again, we haven't played many spills as both defenses 
them in two years and didn't played aggressively in front of 
really know what to expect." their respective nets. 
The game was, uncharac- "I was called a lot for checking 
teristically, not UNH-dominated. today," said tri-captain Gail 
Throughout the first half, offen- Keyes, "when I thought I wasn't. 
sive drives came -in spurts and This year the refs are starting to 
despite a two goal effort by tri- call the rules a lot tighter." 
captain Diane Willis, UNH led by Haroules' game-winner came 
a mere one, 3-2, at the midway at a crucial point in the contest, 
mark. . as Harvard began _to build 
"We were having a lot of' momentum following its fourth 
problems offensively, n said goal. 
Rilling. "One player was off and After receiving a clearing pass 
then we lost two more with in- from the defense, Haroules sped 
juries." through midfield untouched. A 
In the second half, Harvard quick pass into Sanborn brought 
seemed to run the length of the the def~nse out, and after San-
horn's shot was blocked, 
Haroules scooped up the ball and 
fired it into the upper right corner 
of the Crimson net. 
The goal lifted UNH as the 
Wildcats began to place heavier 
pressure in their offensive end. 
Sanborn then ignited for her 
three goal outburst and the out-
come of the game was no longer 
in question. 
For UNH, it was the toughest 
contest so far this year. 
Tomorrow, the Cats travel to 
Amherst to hook up with UMass, 
possibly their most formidable 
foe. 
Monday and Tuesday of next 
week, UNH will close out its 
regular schedule by hosting 
Bates and Dartmouth respec-
tively. After a four day re~ the 
Wildcats then travel to 
Bridgewater, Mass., for the New 
England Colleges Women's 
Lacrosse Tournament, where 
they have been seeded nUifiber 
one. 
At last .year's tournament, 
.;, hrough no rankings were given, 
l:NH'Went undefeated and placed 
eight members of their starting 
squad on all-star _teams. 
For UNH coach Rilling, this 
marks the first time in the same 
year that both her field hockey 
and lac:rosse teams have been 
ranked th,e best in New England. 
Crimson drop laxmen, 13-7 
By Gerry Miles 
If the sun is supposed to bring 
happiness and sunshine, then 
there might as well have been a 
rain cloud over Cowell Stadium 
Wednesday, as the Wildcat 
lacrosse team dropped its second 
game in two weeks this time to 
New England's top-ranked team 
Harvard, 13-7, lowering UNH's 
record to 5-3. 
Harvard was fighting to keep 
its New England ranking, and 
did. The Crimson was paced by 
junior attackman Mike Faught's 
nine goals. ''It was Mike's 
biggest game of the year," said 
Crimson coach Bob Sealise. ''He 
was really clicking." Faught has 
also been a big factor in other 
games for the Crimson, netting 
six goals against Pennsylvania 
and eight against Brown. 
Still, UNH coach Art Young 
, was not displeased with the loss. 
''They (Harvard) are the number 
.one team in New England and 
tw~lfth in the country,'' he said. 
"They're a very good team, and 
we showed we were by keeping 
the score as close as we did." 
The Wildcats kept the game 
closer than score indicates, and 
were still within striking distance 
at the half trailing just 7-4 on two 
Jay Leech goals and lone scores 
by Mike VanVleck and Brian 
Noyes. 
The momentum finally shifted 
in the Wildcats favor as a Bruce 
Paro score 28 seconds into the 
second half, and another by 
freshman John Fay brought them 
to within two, 8-6. But Harvard 
goalie Ken First weathered the 
storm, turning the tide back to 
Oie C'rimson. Faught tallied twice 
and Terry Trusty once to break 
the game open, 11-6, late in the 
period. 
The score could have been 
higher except for the outstanding 
goaltendi_ng of UNH's Linus 
Sheehan, who had 17- saves in 3 
periods. Harvard coach Sealise 
was quick to praise Sheehan. 
"He's an excellent goalie. He · 
kept them in the game. He should 
definitely be an All-American 
candidate." 
Unfortunately, Sheehan had to 
be taken out after the third period 
when his Achilles tendon (that he 
injured during last Saturday's 
Brown game) started to bother 
him again and was replaced by 
Dave Daniels. Daniels also 
played well despite entering the 
game cold. 
Mark Richards got the lone 
goal of the fourth period for the 
Wildcats and Faught scored 
two more times to round out his 
scoring. 
If the Wildcats hope to rebound 
from their tailspin, they'll have to 
stiffen their defense, according to 
Young. '_'Defensive problems 
allowed them to score," he noted. 
"The defense had trouble sliding, 
(moving laterally) and they kept 
feeding the crease (Faught). Of-
fensively, we left a lot to be 
desired.'~ 
Saturday the Cats will host 
UMass in what should be another 
tough contest. The Minutemen 
lost 17 seniors from last year, but 
still hold the number two spot in 
New England. 
ildcat Mark K1chards seems to have the upper hand 
in a scramble for the ball after being dumped by two 
Crimson defenders. The Cats fell to Harvard, 13-7. (George 
Newton photo) - . . 
